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PREFACE

This study was sponsored by the Florida Power and Light Company as a

consequence of the Martin Plant Dike failure. Mr. L. D. Slepow of Florida

Power and Light was the sponsor's general manager for this project.

The research was conducted by the University of Florida, Department of

Civil Engineering under the direct supervision of Professor F. C. Townsend

and Project Consultant, Dr. J. H. Schmertmann. Two Masters' reports and

one Masters' thesis were prepared documenting the results of the investi-

gation; specifically.

T. J. Logan (August, 1980), "The Determination of Gradient Concentration

Factors for a Quantitative Piping Theory", University of Florida Master of

Engineering Report.

Y. W. Wong (August, 1981), "Three Dimensional Finite Element Analysis

of a Quantitative Piping Theory", University of Florida Master of Engineering

Report. (Included as Appendix A)

T. J. Pietrus (August, 1981), "An Experimental Investigation of Hydraulic

Piping in Sand", University of Florida Master of Engineering Thesis. (Included

as Appendix B)

Laboratory assistance was provided by Messrs. Wm. Whitehead and

Wm. Studstill. Dr. J. H. Schaub was Chairman of the Department of Civil

Engineering during this investigation and preparation of this report.

This report was prepared by Professor F. C. Townsend and reviewed by

Dr. J. H. Schmertmann.



INTRODUCTION

Background

On October 30, 1979, a portion of the embankment containing a cooling

water reservoir for the Florida Power and Light Company failed, releasing

some 33 billion gallons of water over portions of Martin County, Florida

As a consequence, a special board of consultants was convened to investigate

the cause of failure and recommend remedial action. From their field

investigations, the Board concluded that the most probable cause of the

failure was due to piping of the loose sand in the foundation. Unfortunately,

at that time only emperical methods and engineering judgement were available

for the design of dams and/or the evaluation of foundation materials to

resist piping. The inadequacy of these methods is evident inasmuch as 42%

of all recorded dam failures have been linked to piping (U.S. COLD, 1975).

Since no quantitative theory existed for analyzing piping phenomena,

Dr. Schmertmann, a member of the Board, developed a theory to assist in

analyzing this failure and to investigate the safety of other earth embank-

ments. (Schmertmann, 1980).

Briefly, the theory is based upon the observation that horizontal seepage

velocities of water flowing through soils are insufficient by one or more

orders of magnitude to cause erosion; e.g. piping. Consequently, an additional

factor must be present. It is theorized that a significant vertical gradient

exists causing the soil grains to become quick; and thus the seepage velocity

required for scour approaches zero, making possible the progressive erosion

of the pipe. Intuitively, the vertical gradients will become concentrated

at the head of the advancing pipe thereby contributing to the pipe's advance.

Dr. Schmertmann quantified the vertical gradients at a pipe tip based upon

sketching of flow nets, and related these vertical gradients to the average



gradient via a concentration factor, i.e. i = C x i, where i = perpendicular

(vertical) gradient at pipe tip, C = concentration factor, and T= average

hydraulic gradient, 1inear n0w°di stance ' The devel°Pment of these

correction factors to account for three-dimensional flow into an advancing

pipe was limited by flow net sketching, and refinement became an objective of

this project.

Objective

The objectives of this project were to verify and refine Schmertmann's

piping theory. Specifically, the concentration factor values were to be

refined using numerical programs and extended for a variety of conditions.

Physical model tests were to be performed to verify theoretical concepts

concerning the mechanisms of piping and to provide physical data for verifying

concentration factor values.

Scope

These objectives were accomplished by performing parametric analyses

using a 3-D finite element seepage program to generate gradient concentration

factors parallel and perpendicular to a pipe for various pipe penetrations

and boundary conditions. These concentration factors are presented as a

series of design charts to permit rapid estimates of both horizontal and

vertical gradients at the tip of a potential or eroding pipe for future use

in design. This information is contained in Appendix A, "Three Dimensional

Finite Element Analysis of a Quantitative Piping Theory" by Y. W. Wong.

A series of 12 laboratory model tests were performed in a specially

constructed hydraulic model piping flume to physically observe and measure

average gradients required for piping. Critical parameters varied in these

tests were; the diameter of the initial pipe, and its percent penetration

of the total flume length. These data validated the concentration factors



design charts and assisted in understand piping mechanisms. These results

are contained in Appendix B, "An Experimental Investigation of Hydraulic

Piping in Sand" by T. J. Pietrus.



DEVELOPMENT OF QUANITATIVE PIPING THEORY

Geotechnical Engineers refer to the phenomenon of internal soil erosion,

within or underneath a water retention structure as "piping". They commonly

assume the erosion process begins at some downstream exit point and

progressively grows upstream to the reservoir until it develops a continuous

path for unimpeded water flow. They further commonly assume that the pipe

progression is accompanied by increasing higher water velocities which erode

the soil particles downstream, with this continual process eventually causing

failure of the dam. This explanation, and subsequent analyses apply to

cohesionless soils only.

Figure 1 presents the seepage velocities required for erosion for various

particle diameters as a function of pipe diameter. These relationships are

for horizontal stream beds in the absence of seepage forces, and were derived

by equating the average wall shear stress, T , to the Shields equation for

critical shear stress to cause erosion, T , as shown below. (Graf, 1971).
2

rcr = 0.06 (ys -YU>) de and T = R V"
Z

where YS, YW = urnt weights of solids and water, respectively

de = effective grain-size d^c

R = hydraulic radius (R = d/4 for circular pipe)

V = seepage velocity = discharge velocity T porosity

M2 = (8.25 /g-)/(de)1/6

d = diameter of pipe

Upon inspection of Figure 1, it is obvious that for a typical fine sand

particle (0.2mm) the velocity required for erosion is approximately 20

cm. /sec. This velocity far exceeds those that would occur in a "pipe" by a

factor of 10 to 100. Obviously, some other factor must play an important role

in initiating erosive movement of particles in a pipe.
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In 1958, Richart and Schmertmann theorized that a significant vertical

gradient into a horizontal cohesionless soil surface can greatly reduce the

horizontal velocity required to cause scour. Because the velocities at the

front edge of an advancing pipe are so small, it was theorized that the

vertical gradient required to cause scour must approach the critical gradient,

which results in the soil become nearly and essentially suspended in the

water and thus erodable at any velocity greater than zero. This critical

gradient for most sands in approximately 1.0.

In order to apply this concept more easily and generalize, one may define

gradient concentration factors of the average gradient at the moving end
A

of the pipe as C"1" and C for perpendicular and parallel to pipe directions,

(the vertical and horizontal directions for horizontal pipes) respectively.

Hence, the vertical and horizontal gradients at the end of a horizontal pipe,

can be easily found as:

r\i = C-1- x i
v

and i, = C/ x T

where i and i, are the vertical and horizontal gradients respectively, and

i = average hydraulic gradient.

It must be mentioned that C-*- and c'are secant values and therefore dependent

upon the distance from the end of the pipe. Therefore, factors Crl_ and Cr »

can be used to relate different secant radii distances to that of one radius

division, such that
i i

CJ-- C'-LX cFi
// // aand C = CM x Cp

Here we idealize the pipe to have a circular (1/2 circle) cross section,

where C'-L and C1" are the concentration factors using a secant distance of

1.0 radii (l.OR)



The parameters a and 3 are used to alter the shape of the control volume

to investigate cases of converging and diverging flow as shown in Figure 2_.

In these cases,

. -ye2

and $ = D^Dg

where 3-, and 3? = downstream and upstream widths, respectively

and D, and D? = downstream and upstream depths, respectively.

It should be mentioned that the concept of convergent and divergent flow, was

examined by Schmertmann's theory, and examined herein via computer analyses;

however, the results were not verified by laboratory modeling. This concept

was felt to be a more complex case of basic phenomena and the expensive time

consuming laboratory modeling was not necessary in this first investigation.
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Figure 2. Convergent And Divergent Flow Boundaries



LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, MATERIAL AND PROCEDURES

The laboratory tests were performed in a 7.5' x I 1 x 1' aluminum flume

with a transparent plexiglass cover enclosing a uniform fine grained sand (SP).

We used only one type of sand, similar to the sands at the Martin site.

Specimen preparation consisted of raining sand from a height of two to

three feet (the sand specimen was one ft. thick), forming an initial pipe of

various penetration percentages and diameters, sealing the flume, and

saturating the specimen. The model tests consisted of gradually increasing

the head (average gradient, since the specimen length was constant) until piping

was initiated. This average gradient required to initiate piping was noted,

and the test subsequently consisted of observing the time and manner of pipe

development along the flume length.

Specific details concerning the equipment, material, and procedures are

contained in Appendix B. The following discussion merely highlights

significant features.

Laboratory Equipment

Flume - The aluminum flume is 7.5' x 1' x V, with internal weirs

providing a sample length of five feet with upstream and downstream reservoirs.

A 1" thick plexiglass top sealed with an "0" ring acts as an impermeable roof

along which piping can be visually observed. A rubber bladder at the bottom

of the flume can be inflated to provide an upward pressure that keeps the

specimen in contact with the plexiglass top. Manometers placed at quarter

points and ends permit the measurement of heads acting along the specimen. On

the downstream end of the flume an access well was constructed through which

the specimen can be reached. Figures 3 and 4 show the flume dimensions, weir

locations and details of the plexiglass top, respectively.
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Sand Rainer - In order to provide duplicate specimens of a uniform density,

a rainer was constructed which rained the sand from a fixed height of two ft.

from above the flume top. Although the density could be varied by raining

through different size openings, all laboratory tests were formed by raining

through a 1/2 diameter opening. Raining was accomplished by filling the

hopper and two people walking the rainer back and forth at a constant rate.

Figure 5 presents a schematic of the sand rainer.

Water Supply Reservoir - To initiate piping a critical gradient must be

achieved; this was accomplished by providing an adjustable constant head to

the upstream flume entrance using a reservoir, overflow and filling pipes.

Materials

The 12 laboratory model tests were performed using Reid Bedford Sand,

which is a fine uniform sand (SP) used in testing programs at the Waterways

Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi. The grain size distribution

compared with published results (Durham and Townsend, 1973) from WES is

presented in Figure 6. It can be seen that the WES results indicate more

fines than the sample material used in this investigation. The loss of fines

is attributed to the constant washing, during the hydraulic piping tests,

hence the laboratory results are deemed more representative of the material

tested.

The maximum and minimum relative densities by ASTM D-2049 were 106.4 pcf

and 90.9 pcf, respectively. Two methods were used to determine the inplace

density of the rained specimens, namely, (1) placing a 4 inch diameter tare

can into the flume during raining or (2) using the Ovesen density sampler,

which consists vacuuming a known volume using different lengths of tubing.

The results of these density measurements are listed in Table 1. Measurements

by the Ovesen sampler indicated a range in relative densities for piping
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TABLE 1

Densities of Laboratory Piping
"

Test No

1

2

3

5

5

6

8

8

9

10

11

Maximum

Minimum

rv •• /X- l±

Method of Density
Measurement Pcf

Ovesen sampler 105.7

106.0

104.8

Tare can 106.2

106.7

105.2

107.4

107.5

107.5

108.1

107.1

107.3

Density 106.4 pcf

Density 90.9 pcf

- Y min \r max).. 1nr)0/
' : — | / X 1 U U lamax - Y rrnny \ '

15

Tests

Relative
Density, %

96.1

97.8

85.8

98.9

101.6

93.3

105.5

106.0

106.0

109.2

103.8

104.9

_(Y - 90.9) fl 06. 4)
15.5 \ /
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tests Nos. 1, 2, and 3 of 97.8 to 85.8%, with an average of 93.2%. Measure-

ments using the tare can method for piping tests Nos. 5 through 11 (except

No. 7) suggest a range in relative densities of 109.2 to 93.3%, with an

average of 103.8%. These results suggest the specimens were consistent and

in a very dense state.
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Specimen Preparation

Diagrammed schematically in Figure 7 are the steps followed for

specimen preparation. Basically the flume between the upstream and downstream

weirs was filled by raining sand, after which the surface was screeded using

a straight edge. Any surface irregularities were smoothed or filled by

raining sand by hand to obtain a smooth uniform surface. The initial pipe

was formed by placing a semi-circular wooden dowel of appropriate length and

diameter in the middle of the sand surface on the downstream end. The flat

portion of the dowel was in contact with the plexiglass top. With the dowel

on the sand surface, the plexiglass lid was placed and sealed by bolting to

the aluminum frame. The rubber bladder on the flume bottom was inflated

creating a pressure between the plexiglass lid and sand surface. Saturation

was accomplished by gradually applying a vacuum using a vacuum regulator to

both ends of the flume, and after achieving a full vacuum allowing de-aired

water to seep through the specimen from the upstream end. A vacuum was

maintained throughout the saturation process, which generally required 24 to 36

hours. Saturation was judged complete when the access well at the downstream

exit was filled with water. At this time, the access well cover was removed

and the wooden dowel was slowly withdrawn from the specimen. After connecting

the constant head reservoir and manometers, the specimen was ready for testing

as shown in Figure 8a & b.

Testing Procedure

Testing consisted of incrementally raising the constant head reservoir

and maintaining each increment for 5 to 10 minutes until piping began. The

upstream and downstream heads and the manometer levels were recorded and time

noted. The rate of piping was recorded, but this data often proved useless

as in some cases the pipe would stop. In these instances, the head would be

incrementally increased until piping was re-initiated.
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Figure 8a. Test Sample After Saturation Is Complete Manometers Not Shown

Figure 8b. Water Supply Reservoir Connected To Hydraulic Flume
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PRESENTATION OF LABORATORY MODEL TEST RESULTS

Table 2 summarizes the results of the 12 model piping tests. As shown

pipe penetrations of 10, 20, and 50 percent and pipe diameters of 1/4" and 1/2"

were used. Also shown are the initial heads required for piping to begin

and the corresponding average gradients, i. Often as the pipe progressed,

the area of the pipe increased, thus decreasing the velocity of suspended

particles in the pipe. Consequently the particles would become deposited and

block the downstream exit point, thereby causing the pipe to stop. In these

cases, the head would be increased to re-initiate piping, and are presented

as the final heads.

A detailed description of events occurring in each test is presented in

Appendix B, the following discussion merely describes significant features of

the tests.

The importance of the laboratory model tests was the seldom possible

opportunity to observe visually the formation and progression of a pipe. As

the critical height (gradient) was achieved, the pipe began to form by the

sloughing of several sand particles at the tip of the original pipe into

the void. No "boiling" or such obvious action occurs, but this was not

expected because there is not enough flow of water to sustain boiling and

because the vertical gradient need only approach close enough to the critical

value to allow erosion with the flow available, and not actually reach i .

Rather, one can observe that the pipe advanced by a continuous landslide

progressing upstream with the displaced particles being washed down the pipe.

As the pipe develops, it followed the path of least resistance and meandered

as it progressed upstream. Consequently, scouring occurred at some points,

while deposition occurred at others, which resulted in a pipe varying in

diameter from several sand grains at the upstream tip to approximately 1/4"

downstream.
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TABLE 2

LABORATORY PIPING MODEL TEST RESULTS

Test

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

*11

*12

*B1 adder

Initial
Pipe Diameter

(inches)

1/2

1/4

1/4

1/4

1/4

1.2

1.2

1.2

1/4

1.2

1/4

1.2

pressure 10.0

B/r

25

50

50

50

50

10

10

10

50

10

50

10

psi ; al

B = distance from center of pi

r = pipe radius

Percent
Pipe Penetration

10

10

10

14

20

10

20

50

50

20

10

20

1 others at 5.0 psi ,

pe to side of flume

Initial Head

Initial
Head

(inches)

9.88

7.81

7.88

8.0

6.63

8.88

9.0

5.88

4.88

8.75

10.63

8.50

i

= 6 inches

i

0.165

0.130

0.131

0.133

o.m
0.148

0.150

0.098

0.081

0.146

0.177

0.142

Final
Head

(inches)

12.0

9.38

8.25

10.63

6.88

6.75

6.0

7.63

9.5

10.63

8.50

i = average horizontal gradient = 60 inches

Initial Head = head required to initiate piping

Final Head = head required to maintain piping
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The width of the meandering varied from test to test. Photographs of pipes

from various tests are presented in Figures 9 to 11.

In several cases, the meandering and scouring action increased the pipe

diameter at the downstream end, or, the effective size of the pipe increased

by branching, which consequently decreased the water velocity and the

transported particles deposited themselves within the pipe. This deposition

eventually led to blockage of the pipe causing cessation of flow, and

progression of the pipe.
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Figure 9. Close Up View Of Pipe At Downstream (Top) And
Upstream (Bottom) Ends From Test #3
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DIRECTION
OF FLOW

I

Figure 10. Downstream End Of Pipe From Test #4. Note Stationing Along The
Channel. Note The Formation Of Sand Deltas At Downstream End.
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DIRECTION
OF FLOW

Figure 11. Upstream And Center Portions Of Pipe From Test #6. Note
Stationing From Downstream End Shown On Channel.
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3-D FINITE ELEMENT SEEPAGE ANALYSES

Program

The 3-D finite element seepage program used for this project was

written by the US Army Engineers Waterways Experiment Station (Tracy, 1973).

The program can be used to solve transient and steady state seepage problems

of confined or unconfined flow. For this investigation, only steady state

confined solutions were used. The program as received had two severe

limitations; namely a maximum of 1000 nodal points and an inefficient

internal node generation scheme. The latter limitation was solved by pre-

paring a program to generate internal nodes more efficiently; however, the

former limitation remains.

Verification of Program

Prior to initiating parametric studies to calculate design charts for

I jb
^ and C , the idiosyncrasies common to any program were evaluated.

Specifically, the numerical accuracy was compared with a closed form problem,

the effects of grid size and symmetry, and distance required to simulate a

semi-infinite horizontal boundary, were investigated. The numerical accuracy

was verified by comparing the numerical solution with a closed form solution.

It was found that the numerical solution corresponded to the closed form

solution with a high degree of accuracy. The effect of grid size was investi-

gated by analyzing plane flow through a rectangular section using three

different grid patterns. The results presented in Figure 12 are the percent

error between the numerical solution and closed-form solution and show the

maximum error was 0.35% or negligible for the worst case. Inasmuch, as only

1000 nodes are available in the program, application of symmetry would permit

more efficient usage of these 1000 nodes. Consequently two analyses were
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Figure 12. Summary Of Errors (%) Due Variation Of Grid Sizes
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performed of a partially penetrating pipe (1) located at the center of a

soil mass, and (2) a symmetric image with the pipe at the edge. These

results showed that symmetry could be applied and subsequent analyses were

performed using half the volume about the plane of symmetry. Since only

finite dimensions may be used in the computer analyses, it was necessary

to determine the horizontal distance from the pipe required to simulate a

semi-infinite horizontal boundary. The variation of CA with B/L ratios is

presented in Figure 13b and shows that a semi-infinite boundary can be

approximated by a B/L ratio of 0.5 or greater.



P = 0.5L

D = 0.2L

Figure 13a. Boundary Conditions For Determination Of Width Requirement
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Figure 13b. Variation Of Gradient Concentration Factor C'x With Width Ratios B/L
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Methodology for Generating Design Curves of Gradient Concentration

Factors C1 and C^

To perform parametric analyses to generate gradient concentration

factors, C—and C desing curves, the following boundary conditions

were varied (See Fig. 14). Note that H = 0 @ y = 0 and H = 100 @ y = 100

providing an average hydraulic gradient of unity (T = 1.0) between the

2 vertical planes y = 0 and y = 100.
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Figure 14. Boundary Conditions

The pipe was modelled using a right isoceles triangle for the tip

as shown below in Fig. 15.

Pine Configuration

UJ
Front elevation

3R V
Side elevation

Plan

Figure 15. Pipe Configuration

The grids used had their smallest elements at the pipe tip where the

gradients are theoretically the most critical. The elements then increased

in size in all directions (+x, +y, -y, + =}.
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Results of 3-D Finite Element Seepage Analyses

The results of the finite element parametric study determining C1-*- and

C 1 for combinations where a and 6 were 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 and R/L = 0.005

or 0.01, and D/L = 0.05, 0.1, and for pipe penetration percentages from 0 to

90% are presented in Appendix A as design charts. An example of these charts

is presented in Figure 16. Figure 17 presents a key for locating the

appropriate figure in Appendix A for a given boundary condition.

The variation in C-L and C (secant values) with the distance away from

the tip of the pipe in terms of the number of radii is shown indirectly in

Figures 18 and 19. These figures present the values of Ĝ *- and CF , which

relate values at different radii distances to those at l.OR by

and C" = C'" x

where C'-*- and C1 are concentration factors at l.OR as shown in the

design charts of Appendix A, and C-*- and C are the concentration factors at

any radii distance from the pipe tip. For example, to determine the gradient

concentration factor C-"- for a secant radii distance of 4R, when a = 3 = 1.0,

R/L = 0.01 and D/L and 1.0 for a pipe penetration of 30%, a value of 14 for

C •*•_ is obtained from Figure 16. From Figure 18 a value of 0.4 is obtained.

Thus, the C*- value for secant radii distance of 4R is C1-*- x CF^- = C-*- or

14 x 0.4 = 5.6
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correction factor C x
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Comparisons Between Observed Laboratory Results and Computer Predictions

To verify the accuracy of the numerical procedures with the observed

laboratory model tests, computer analyses were performed to predict manometer

heads in the laboratory flume as indicated in Figure 20. The flume can be

simulated by D/L = 12/60 = 0.2 and from symmetry B/L = 6/60 = 0.1. Laboratory

tests Mo. 8 and 10 which had R/L values of 0.01 and pipe penetrations of 20

and 50 percent were analyzed. Since the manometers are not located at the

pipe tip, gradient concentration factors were not used to compare heads,

rather the direct computer output was applied. The results presented in

Figure 21 show a difference between observed and predicted heads of

approximately 2% of the total applied head. This excellent agreement

indicates compatibility between the physical laboratory model and the computer

model. However, it should be noted that the manometers are fairly far from

the pipe and the comparison at the pipe tip is unknown.
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DISCUSSION OF LABORATORY MODEL AND NUMERICAL ANALYSES RESULTS

Laboratory Model Tests

Figure 22 presents the average hydraulic gradients required to initiate

piping versus pipe penetration percentage for two pipe diameters (D = 1.2"

or B/R = 10, and D = 1/4" or B/R = 50). For this Figure, B is taken as

one-half the flume width or 6 inches. The results in this figure show, that

as anticipated, smaller diameter pipes require lower heads (gradients) to

initiate piping. This would follow from Schmertmann's theory. For larger

diameter pipes there is less flow concentration at the end of the pipe, and

thus lower gradients than for pipes of smaller diameter. Consequently, larger

pipes require greater average gradients, T, to develop the near-critical ]_

gradient required to initiate and maintain piping. The results also show

that as the percent penetration increases, the average gradient, i, decreases.

This also checks Schmertmann's theory. Greater pipe penetration in a

parallel flow case would require a smaller gradient to initiate piping.

These laboratory model tests also demonstrate that the concept of a

critical gradient to initiate piping is correct, since sand particles were

observed to scour at velocities considerably lower than required scour

velocities for horizontal beds, without perpendicular (upward) gradients.

Depending upon the percent pipe penetration and pipe diameter, internal

erosion could be initiated with gradients less than 17% and as low as 9% for

a very dense fine grained uniform sand. However, contrary to the expectation

that once piping is initiated and the percent pipe penetration progressively

increases, that the pipe will continue unimpeded to the upstream reservoir

was not always observed. In some cases the piping process would come to a

stop after progressing a short distance, apparently depending on the diameter

of the newly created pipe. Unless the horizontal velocity down the pipe was
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sufficient to keep the sand particles suspended and moving, deposition

occurred, and the pipe clogged. Nevertheless, piping could be re-initiated

and continued if the average gradient was increased.

The actual piping process in the model did not continue in the most

efficient straight line. Rather, the pipe meandered and branched with a

variable radii throughout its travel to the upstream reservoir. We do not

know to what extent the special boundary condition of a screeded sand surface

pressed against a plexiglass plate influenced this behavior.

Computer Analyses
//

The gradient concentration factor, C|J- and C1 design curves presented

in Appendix A verify Schmertmann's concept that it is possible to establish

relationships between pipe diameter, pipe penetration percentage, and

boundary conditions. The results show that C-***- increases with penetration

percentage and decreases with pipe diameter as anticipated from the laboratory

tests. The curves are drawn to pass through the origin at zero pipe

penetration; however, this does not mean that a design would be safe against

piping for an infinitely high i. Obviously for this case, the horizontal

gradients would be such that the vertical component would not be required to

initiate piping. Although for this investigation of horizontal piping the

horizontal gradient component was considered negligible as far as contributing

to piping, it must contribute to the ease with which the end of the pipe

can slough and feed the erosion and create the forward movement of the pipe.

As anticipated from the prior work by Schmertmann (4), the design curves

of Appendix A show the highest concentration factors for a convergent flow

situation, a = 3 = 0.5. The lowest concentration factors were obtained for

divergent flow, when a = 6 = 2.0.
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Comparison Between Laboratory and Computer Models

Assuming that the horizontal scour flow velocity at the tip of the pipe

is very small, then the vertical gradient at the tip must approach the

critical hydraulic gradient; i.e. 1.0, for the material to become quick and

piping to occur. Consequently, from the definition that i = C-*- x i, when
v

i = 1.0, then C-L for piping to initiate is C-"- = I/—. Utilizing this

approach C-"- to initiate piping for four of the laboratory physical model

tests are shown in Table 3. (Ten percent pipe penetration cA values were

inconsistent with 20 and 50% C-*-values, probably due to different boundary

conditions caused by the 15° downstream slope of the laboratory tests versus

a vertical cut-off of the computer model.)

Using the results of Figure 23, which represents a computer analysis of

the laboratory model tests, values of the vertical gradient concentration

factor at one radius, C'-*- can be obtained. A comparison between CA and

C'-L values in Table 3 reveal that the arbitrary selection of 1.0 Radii for

determining the vertical gradient concentration factor, CA correlates

poorly with the physical laboratory model data. For example on Test No. 5,

the experimental concentration factor rA was 9.0, while the value of C1-*-

based upon computer analyses was 35.0. Since (A is a secant value, the

distance used for determining rA can be found using the values of Cp-*- in

Figure 24; since (/*- = C1*- x C.A. For example for lab Test No. 5, C-L. =

9.0/35 = 0.26, which corresponds to 6.6 radii. An examination of the distance

used for calculating C-*- expressed in terms of number of radii reveals that

no common radii distance exists. However, if the physical distance is used;

i.e. No. of radii x pipe radius, it can be shown that the secant depth

ranges only from 0.78" to 1.15" with an average of 0.91". Consequently, it

is recommended to use a physical distance of 0.91" for determining (A values.



COMPARISON OF VERTICAL GRADIENT CONCENTRATION FACTORS FROM LABORATORY AND COMPUTER MODELS

TABLE 3

(a) (b) (c)

Initial Pipe Percent Head to initiate
Lab Test No. Diam, inches Penetration Piping

5 1/4

9 1/4

7 1 .2

8 1.2

20

50

20

50

6

4

9

5

Ave Gradient
, inches

.63

.88

.00

.88

0

0

0

0

i

.11

.08

.15

.10

d
1/1

9.0

12.3

6.7

10.2

C'l

35

61

8

13

r —
F

0

0

0

0

.26

.20

.84

.78

No
V*" /

. of Distam
Radii

6

9

1

1

.6

.2

.3

.5

im

0

1

0

0

:ne:

.82

.15

.78

.90

(a)From Fig. 23

Fig. 24
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It is hypothesized that this physical distance is constant for this

cohesionless soil and density. It may or may not change significantly for

other densities and other cohesionless soils.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. It is possible to develop laboratory flume equipment and

techniques to observe and monitor piping of sands against the top of the

flume. The average gradient, i, required to initiate piping of dense fine

uniform sand in the flume can be as low as 8%, depending upon the percent

pipe penetration and pipe diameter.

2. The threshold gradient required to initiate piping decreases with

pipe penetration and increases with pipe diameter.

3. Behavior of the pipe once initiated in the flume was contrary to

expectations. Scouring and meandering of the pipe in its upstream migration

lead to decreased velocities downstream. In some cases, sufficient

deposition can lead to blockage of the pipe and cessation of the piping

action unless the gradient is subsequently increased.

4. A 3-D finite element seepage program is available which can

accurately simulate the flow conditions in a laboratory model; thus providing

the ability to extend observed results.

5. Because the flow velocities acting in the soil are considerably

lower than those required to cause erosion, it is hypothesized that vertical

gradients concentrate at the pipe tip and approach the critical gradient.

Utilizing the finite element program, horizontal and vertical gradient

concentration design curves (secant values at 1.0 radii) C1-"-and C 1 were

derived for various pipe diameters, percent pipe penetration, and geometric

boundary conditions to permit calculation of vertical and horizontal

gradients at the tip of a pipe. A correction factor C.--*- was also developed

to accommodate various vertical distances when calculating the secant value



of the vertical gradient concentration factor. Hence, it is quite simple to

determine the value of the vertical gradient at a pipe tip from the average
_ i

gradient, i.e., i = i x C-1-x Cp-1-.
'

6. The most critical situation for initiating piping occurs for

coverging boundary conditions concentrating flow to the pipe. In the a or

B = 0.5 cases gradient causing piping may be 25% higher than for parrallel

flow.

7. Comparisons between the laboratory models and computer program

coupled with the assumptions that the vertical gradient is so close as to

be essentially equal to the critical gradient, i.e., i = 1.0, suggests

that a distance of approximately 0.9" be used for calculating the secant

value of the vertical gradient concentration factor.

8. With respect to Schmertmann's theory (4), these research suggests

the following:

a. They support the basic concept

b. The 3-D flow gradient components at the end of a pipe

are determined much more accurately using computer programs

than by the 2-D sketching methods.

c. The need to use secant values for gradient over a

fixed distance, which may be a characteristic of the sand.
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PREFACE

Subsequent to the breach of a dike in South Florida, the owners,

the Florida Power and Light Company established a special Review

Board of consultants to investigate the possible causes of the fail-

ure. The Review Board concluded that the breach of the dam was caused

by a phenomenon called "piping".

As part of his service on the Review Board, Dr. Schmertmann deve-

loped a quantitative piping theory for cohesionless soils. (6) The

Florida Power and Light Company agreed to sponsor a research project

at the University of Florida to check and, if possible, refine this

theory.

Preliminary investigations using 2-dimensional (2-D) finite

element programs were performed by T. J. Logan. (4) In the current

investigation, T, J. Pietrus (5) conducted laboratory experiments and

the author approached the problem analytically using a 3-D finite

element program. These investigations were made under the direct

supervision of Dra Frank C. Townsend.
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NOMENCLATURE

A quantitative theory on piping is a new subject and therefore

it is necessary to introduce some new parameters to link non-

dimensional parametric studies to physical processes.

roof of piping
soil layer (impermeable)

upstream
head
H = 1007.

downstream
head

base of piping soil
layer (impermeable)

Fig. 0-1 Control volume

Consider the above control volume where distances, heads and

dimensions are expressed as percentages of L; if a solution to the

steady-state Laplace Equation was found, then one know the total

head H(x,y,z), and hence gradients at any point in the x,y,2

directions can be determined. Refer to Fig 0-1



Since solution to the above flow situation was expressed in

percentages of the total head, the solution may be extended to sit-

uations with the same dimensional ratios.

One may define the following gradient concentration factors at

the moving end of the pipe as Cj. and C-, for the vertical and horizon-

tal (z and y) direction. Refer to Fig. 0-2

C.L x I = i ..........................(Eq.0-1)

C- x I = i ..........................(Eq. 0-2)

where i = average hydraulic gradient

i and i, being vertical and horizontal gradients

(secant values) respectively.

. pipe
\

V'v.

1
v

"ig. 0-2 Horizontal and vertical gradients

Since for the computer analysis i = 100/100 = 1.0, the gradient

concentration factors Cj. = vertical gradients i (secant values)

C# - horizontal gradients i, (secant values)

xi



If it is desired to determine gradients for a control volume

of the same dimensional ratios but with H = HI and L = LI, then the

vertical and horizontal gradients at the corresponding positions may

be found by the formula

i = T x C A = ~ x G i (Eq. 0-3)
V LiX

i, = I x Cv = £7 x C,, (Eq. 0-4)
n ijX

respectively.

It is to be noted that both C± and C// are secant values and are

therefore dependent upon the distance from the end of the pipe used.

The author therefore used Ĉ . and C -, factors to relate values at

different secant radii distances to at at 1.0 R.

C^ = C'A X Cja (Eq. 0-5)

C~ = C',, x Cp,, (Eq. 0-6)

Then parameters and were introduced to alter the shape of

the control volume where:

* = B1/B2

ft = D1/D2

Bl = downstream width

B2 = upstream width

Dl = downstream depth

D2 = upstream depth

Convergent and divergent flows were analysed by varying di

and 4 . Refer to Fig 0-3

xn



Fig. 0-3 Convergent and divergent flow boundaries

Xlll



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 iping Process

"Piping" is the progressive upstream internal erosion of a soil

due to a concentrated seepage leak. Decaying vegetation, borrowing

animals, site stratigraphy, previously mined areas, cracks and exca-

vations may all form initial pipe channels. Piping may be initiated

whenever the ambient hydraulic potential distribution favors erosion

at the tip of the pipe. With its progress upstream, higher hydrau-

lic gradients and seepage velocities scour the seepage channel and

the process may continue and result in failure of the dam. The

recent failures of the Florida Power and Light dike and Teton Dam

were attributed to piping. (6)

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Currently, empirical methods and engineering judgement are

the only available tools for the engineer to design dams and to

evaluate and/or select foundation materials against piping.

However, these methods often are inadequate in that approximately

307o of all recorded dam failures have been linked to piping. (6)

The importance of establishing a quantitative piping theory and

design procedure is self evident. Dr. Schmertmann has proposed

possibly the first such theory and design procedure. This work has

the objective of improving the flow net aspects of his theory.



1.3 Obj ectives

The author attempted to use a 3-D finite element program to

solve the Laplace Equation for steady state seepage conditions -for

various non-dimensional pipe penetration and boundary conditions.

It was anticipated that the finite element solutions would provide

the most accurate flow net gradients at the end of the pipe to use

in Schmertmann's quantitative piping theory. It was also hoped

that physical model testing performed by Pietrus (5) would offer

checks not only on the validity of the theory but also of the

computer model.

1.4 Sci

The scope of the research reported herein includes writing a

program to generate the data card images for use in the 3-D finite

element program. The numerical accuracy of the program and the

effect of rapidly varying grid size on its accuracy were also checked,

In addition, heads obtained in the laboratory flume by Pietrus (5)

were verified. Parametric analyses were subsequently performed to

generate gradient concentration factors parallel and perpendicular

to the pipe for various pipe pentration and boundary conditions.

These concentration factors presented as design charts permit rapid

estimates of both horizontal and vertical gradients at the tip of a

potential or eroding pipe in anticipation of their future use in a

design procedure to protect against piping.



2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK ON PIPING

2.1 Lam

Lane (3), in his study of 280 dams, including 150 failures,

established an empirical weighted creep ratio as a design concept to

avoid piping. In this method, the length of the creep is computed as

the sum of the vertical component V plus one third the horizontal

component H of the shortest seepage path beneath a structure i.e.

% H + V
c ' h (Eq. 2-1)

where H = horizontal contacts (

V = vertical contacts

h = head loss throughout the system

( x>45 )

For safety, Lane recommended that R should not be less than

these values to avoid piping. Refer to Table 1 .

Table 1 Recommended weighted creep ratios (3)

Material

Very fine sand
Fine sand
Medium sand
Coarse sand
Fine gravel
Medium gravel
Coarse gravel, including cobbles
Boulders with some cobbles

and gravels
Soft clay
Medium clay
Hard clay
Very hard clay or hardpan

Safe weighted creep-
head ratios R

8.5
7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5

3.0
2.0
1.8
1.6
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From these values, it can be seen that very fine sands are most

susceptible to piping. However, Harr (2) pointed out theoritical

errors and cautioned against blind application of this piping criteia

without cognizance of subsurface soil conditions. Hence, the import-

ance of a theoretically sound and quantitative piping theory is self

evident.

2.2 mr Velocity Reduction Factor R

Richart and Schmertmann (6) presented a paper theorizing that

a significant vertical hydraulic gradient acting in a horizontal

cohesionless soil surface subject to scour can greatly reduce the

horizontal velocity required for scour in front of vertical bulk-

heads. They introduced a scour velocity reduction factor R, where:

• •(Eq. 2-2)
scour v when iy >N 0 /-, i» y
scour v when iv = 0 ic •

For the common range of specific gravities and void ratios in
j.

cohesionless soil, i * 1.0 R = (1 - i )2. Refer to Fig. 2-1

1.0

0
1.0

Fig. 2-1 Scour velocity reduction factor R vs
vertical hydraulic gradient i



The Schmertmann theory is based on this concept of a scour

velocity reduction factor. When the vertical hydraulic gradient

into a cohesionless soil equals the critical hydraulic gradient,

the sand becomes quick and thus, the velocity required for scour to

occur approaches zero, making possible the progressive erosion of

the front end of the pipe channel.

2.3 Quantitative Piping Th

Schmertmann (6) developed a quantitative piping theory based

on his earlier work using a scour velocity reduction factor R, He

sketched and analyzed vertical flow nets and also showed the basis

for an approximate correction factor, C,, to convert 2-D vertical

gradients into the pipe to 3-D gradients for both cases of an

impervious roof and a pervious roof above the pipe.

The present study sought to use a 3-D finite element computer

program to obtain piping gradients directly and more accurately, and

thus improve the development of this theory.



3. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS

3.1 3-D Finite Element Program

The 3-D finite element program for seepage written by the US

Waterways Experimental Station (WES) was used in this project. (7)

The program is identified by 'SEEP3D1 and may be used to solve both

transient and steady state seepage problems. In our investigations,

only the steady state solution was used. The WES program had the

limitation of permitting a maximum of only 1000 nodal points in the

finite element grid. This proved a severe limitation and required

otherwise undesirable approximations, as noted subsequently.

3.2 Checking for Numerical Accuracy of the igram

3.2.1 Regular Grid

A Trial analysis was performed using a cube containing 64 nodes

and 27 elements with a potential field across 2 opposite vertical

faces. The numerical solution was found to correspond to the theor-

etical solution with a high degree of accuracy. Boundary conditions

and results were shown in Fig. 3-1, it is self explainatory.

Constant grid
size of 1.0

H =

?ig» 3-1 Trial run results using regular grid

6



3.2.2 Varying Grid Sizes

Since the potential field around the tip of the pipe was expected

to vary rapidly, in order to efficiently utilize the available 1000

nodal points, it was necessary to investigate the accuracy of the

computer model with respect to varying grid sizes. A computer pro-

gram was written to generate to generate the required data card

images in the TCP file. These card images were used later as input

cards to the 3-D finite element program.

For simplicity, the following plane flow problem was chosen.

Fig. 3-2

(50,100,100) (50,0,100)

(0,100,100

H = 100

fn.n.inro

z .

H = 0

(50,0,0)

(0,100,0) (0,0,0)

Fig. 3-2 Boundary conditions for
varying grid analysis

Boundaries:

x : 0, 50

y : 0, 100

z : 0, 100

H = 0 @ y

H = 100 @ y

0

100



Hence the problem may be reduced to a 1-D flow with solution

H = y.

The first computer analysis empoloyed a minimum grid size of

10% of the y dimension. The second and third analyses had a minimum

grid size of 1% of the y dimension. (i.e. R = 0.01 L) Also, since

the maximum number of nodes is 1000, the z dimension was reduced to 10«

Hence the greatest concentration of nodes was at (0,50,10) for the

second and at (0,30,10) for the third analysis. For each run, the

grid was esrpanded in all four directions, doubling in size for each

subsequent element from these points of greatest node concentration,

(i.e. +x,+y,-y,+z) Fig. 3-3 showed plan and elevations of the

grid system.

It was found that the maximum error between the computer solution

and the theoretical value from the Laplace Solution for 1-D flow was

0.01%, 0.33% and 0.35% of the total potential difference for analyses

1,2 and 3 respectively, and therefore was negligible. Refer to Fig. 3-4

S—
I

J I
4r 2r r r r

r

r

2r

4r

'n 1 'r 2r 4r ! •

-if

—tv

Section v Side Elevation
j
I 1 ) '

1

!

!

J V

Plan 'ig. 3-3 Grid layout



.0 2QrQ 4QrQ 6Q-Q 8QrQ 00.0

oro i o.pi o.pi o.pi o.pi o.fo c 0.91

041.

* Q.13 .21 ,qtor2J,31j%35 M3 p.,10

Note;

1. Tic marks indicate node location.

2. Values on #1, #2 and #3 are
computed errors at nodes for the
corresponding computer analysis,
expressed as a percentage of the
total head across y= 0 and y= 100,

3. Errors for all nodes on each x-z
plane i.e. y= constant are about
the same and hence figure shows
representative values.

Fig. 3-4 Summary of errors (%) due variation of grid sizea
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3,3 Simplification using Symmetry

Fig. 3-5 Original boundary Fig. 3-6 Simplified boundary
condition condition

Possible use of symmetry was investigated with the objective

of using the available 1000 nodes more efficiently. Two analyses

were performed, one with a partially penetrating pipe in the center

of a soil layer (Fig 3-5) and the other as shown in Fig. 3-6

Computer analysis showed that results are symmetrical across

a vertical plane along the axis of the pipe. In addition, it was

found also that corresponding results may be obtained by omitting

a symmetrical half of the control volume. Subsequent computer

analyses were performed using half the control volume about the

plane of symmetry.

3.4 De.ternri.nati of width
infinite Horizontal Extent

Since only finite relative dimensions may be used in the com-

puter analyses, it was necessary to determine the horizontal extent

of the control volume required to simulate a semi-infinite hori-

zontal extent on each side of the pipe. Computer analyses using
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D/L = 0.2, R/L = 0.01, and P/L = 0.5 were made for the following:

B/L = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 and 5.0 Fig. 3-7 shows the boundary condit-

ions for these analyses.

Fig. 3-7 Boundary conditions for determination
of width requirement

Resulting vertical gradient concentration factors G'x

are shown in Fig. 3-8. The contribution to C'j. was deemed

insignificant when B/L is 0.5 or greater and therefore, a semi-

infinite boundary in the x-direction was approximated by B/L =0.5

C'l

30"

20-

10-

1.0

Fig,

2.0 3.0
3/L

4.0 5.C

3-8 Variation of gradient concentration
factor C'_L with width ratios B/L



4. METHODOLOGY

4.1 Boundary Conditions

To generate design curves for C'j. and CV , computer runs

incorporating variation of the following boundary conditions were

performed.

H-100
y=100

y=0
D

Fig. 4-1 Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions for these were shown in Fig. 4-1

Note that H=0 @ y=0 and H=100 (? y=100 providing an average hydraulic

gradient of unity (i = 1.0) between the 2 vertical planes y=0 and

y=100.

4.2 .pe Configuration

P

R
UJ
Front elevation

V
Side elevation

Plan

Fig. 4-2 Pipe configuration
12
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A pipe with a constant cross-sectional area in the shape of a

right isoceles A from y = O t o y = P - R and then tapering to a point

at y = P was used. (Refer to Fig. 4-2) This was used to simulate a

pipe quadrant of radius R and ending with a quarter hemispherical tip.

4.3 Grid Sizes

The grid employed had its smallest elements at the tip of the

pipe where the gradients were critical in the theory. The elements

then increased in size in all directions (+x,+y,-y,+z). Fig. 3-3

shows a typical grid layout.

4.4 Varying Grids

It was necessary to check the accuracy of the computer model

when the pipe was introduced. 4 computer analyses were performed

employing different grid size as well as grid distribution for the

same set of boundary conditions. The results of head at the various

node locations were plotted as shown in Fig. 4-3

The boundary conditions used are: B/L = 0.5, D/L = 0.1,

R/L = 0.005 and P/L = 0.5 Note that the formula used for generating

nodal distance from the face of the pipe is

distance d = A x G x R

where G determines the distance of the 1st node from the pipe

surface and A governs the rate of increase of the distances of

subsequent nodes, from the face of the pipe, for N = 1,2,3.... etc.

Run #1 of Fig. 4-3 represents the closest grid and therefore

assumed to be most accurate.
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1 2.0 0.25
2 . A 2.0 1.00
3 3.0 1.00
4 ^ 4.0 1.00

distance from face of pipe d = A " ;: G :: R

10

distance d
20R

Fig. 4-3 Variation of gradient concentration
factors with grid size and grid distribution

From Fig. 4-3, it can be seen that run #2 provided reasonable

values when compared to #1 and may be used. It is to be noted that

run #3 may also be used, if required. This would involve some

sacrifice of accuracy. The rest of this investigation employed

;A1 and #2 type grid parameters, i.e. A = 2.0 and G = 0.25, 1.00



5. RESULTS IN THE FORM OF DESIGN CHARTS

The author then performed parametric study using the previously

described finite element program to obtain vertical and horizontal

gradients (secant value) at the front end of the pipe. Since i=1.0,

then, by equations 0-1 and 0-2 C± = i and C// = i, for all data

points. Fig. 5-1 shows the variation of vertical concentration

factors Cxwith distance away from the face of the pipe channel in

terms of the number of radii (#R) for B/L = 0.5, D/L = 1.0, R/L = 0.01

and P/L = 0.5 ( «<. = A = 1.0) Correction factor C j_ may be obtained

by dividing corresponding C j. values by the Cj. value at 1.0 R.

(i.e. G'I )

For all cases where «< = A = 1.0, the head and gradient distrib-

utions were analysed to obtain normalized graphs of the correction

factors Ĉ j. and C_-v vs #R. Refer to Figs. 5-21 and 5-22. All data
r r

points were plotted on these curves except for the cases when P/L =

O.i

Also, C'JL and C'/s were obtained from the computer analyses

for R/L = 0.005 and 0.010 and D/L = 1.0, 0.1, 0.05 were plotted

against P/L using all combinations of <** and ft from 0.5, 1,0 and

2.0 They are presented in Figs. 5-3 .to 5-20, a summary key is shown

in Fig. 5-2

15



1 2 4 8 1 6 #R

Fig. 5-1 Secant gradient concentration factor C*vs distance #R



= 1.0

= 2.0

= 1.0

Figures 5 - 3

5 - 1 2

5 - 6

5 - 15
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5-16

0.5

5 - 4

5 - 1 3

5 - 7

5 -17
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Fig. 5-2 Key to results
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0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7' 0.3 0

Fig. 5-12 l.OR secant gradient concentration
factor C Vx vs pipe penetration
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correction factor
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JL = /a = 1.0

5-21 Secant gradient correction factor G^i
va radii distances #R
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6. COMPARISON WITH LABORATORY RESULTS

Computer analyses were made to simulate the piping flume exper-

iments conducted by Pietrus (5) in the University of Florida Soils

Laboratory. The following describes the flume and the comparisons

between data and computer predictions.

6.1 Flume Dimensions

Fig. 6-1 Flume layout

The flume was fully described by Pietrus and the dimensions are

shown in Fig. 6-1 It can be simulated, using symmetry, by the

following parameters.

D/L = 12/60 = 0.2

B/L = 6/60 = 0.1

P/L and R/L were dependent upon actual pipe penetration. Note

that the downstream boundary conditions are slightly different from

the computer analyses because of the sloping sand surface. Computer

results for C'x and Ĉ j. which apply to these dimensions are shown

in Figs. 6-2 and 6-3

38
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70 '

C'j.
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Fig. 6-2 l.-QR gradient concentration factor C'j.
va pipe penetration P/L
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Fig. 6-3 Correction factor C^, ±_ vs radii distances #R
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6.2 Comparison between Observed
Potential Distributions

Potential distributions along the line of piezometers shown in

Fig. 6-1 and from computer analyses results were plotted in Figs.

6-4 and 6-5, noting that they correspond to measured water head and

linear interpolation between data points respectively. The differen-

ces between predicted and observed head are around 27> of the total

applied head, with a maximum difference of 37=,.

This excellent agreement suggests both that the physical model

achieved the desired uniform soil conditions and that the computer

model produced accurate results. However, the piezometers are relat-

ively far from the pipe in terms of radii, and the comparison may

not be as good near the pipe.
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test
R/L = 0.01
P/L - 0.20
— • laboratory results
--» computer results

Fig.6-4 Comparison between observed and
predicted values

100 '

7. H
80 ,

60 +

40 4

20

test #8
R/L = 0.01
P/L = 0.50

50 7oL 100

Fig. 6-5 Comparison between observed and
predicted values
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6.3 Concept of Critical Depth for Different Soils

Grain size distribution for the sand used in the investigation

by Pietrus - (5) is shown in Fig 6-6 Computer analyses were made to

match the actual diameters of 1.2" and %", which correspond to R/L

of 0.01 and 0.002 respectively. The physical model gave the following

Table 2 results.

Table 2 Laboratory results obtained by Pietrus (5)

S/N

1
2
3
4

R/L

0.01
0.01
0.002
0.002

P/L

.20

.50

.20

.50

head h required
for piping "

8.50
5.88
6.63
4.88

average hydraulic
gradient i = h/60

0.142
0.098
0.111
0.081

Assuming that the scour water flow velocity at the tip of the

pipe is very small, then by the theory of Schmertmann, the vertical

gradient into.the tip of .the pipe must equal the critical hydraulic

gradient for the material, i.e. = 1.0 for quartz sand, in order for

piping to occur.

The tip of the pipe, being a singular point, would have indeter-

minate gradients. But all computer ((4), present study) and sketched

flow net (6) studies show that gradients reduce as distance from the

face of the tip increases. There then may exist a distance at which

the vertical gradient (secant value) equals unity at initiation of

the pipe. The author found this to be the approximate case, as shown

below.
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From the definition of i = Cx x i and when i = 1.0,
v v

Cj. = 1/i , get Cj_ for the above 4 physical model tests as 7*04,

10.20, 9.01 and 12.34 respectively.

From Fig. 6-2, C'j. corresponding to P/L = 0.2, R/L = 0.01

was found to be 7.7 giving a Ĉ .= 7.04/ 7.7 = 0.92. Fig. 6-3
r

may be used to find the distance corresponding to a Ĉ .= 0.92

C^= 0.92 correspond to 1.3 radii.

Table 3 was obtained by repeating the above procedure for the

rest of the data points.

Table 3 Analyses of Laboratory Results

S/N

1
2
3
4

C^

7.04
10.20
9.01

12.34

C f j .

7.7
12.7
35.2 J
61.0

V
0.92
0.80
0^26
0.20

#R

1.3
1.5
6.6
9.2

d "
0.78
0.90
0.83
1.15

The secant depth range of only 0.78" to 1.15*with an average of

0.915" suggests an approximate constant secant distance for this

sand.

The author hypothesized that this physical distance is approx-

imately constant for a particular type of cohesionless soil at the
•

same packing and increases with increasing grain size and specific

gravity.



7. DISCUSSION

——————
The author believes that both the computer and the laboratory

investigations play an important part in the verification of and

refinement of a quantitative piping theory. Computer analyses were

performed for steady state conditions, and an attempt was made to

correlate the physical model results with these analyses. However,

dynamic response of the physical system to sudden changes in applied

heads may be more critical than the steady state condition and needs

to be considered,

Many problems and challenges were encountered in this research.

A major task was in the development of a computer program to generate

the data card images for input to the 3-D finite element program

written by WES. The program by WES had the limitation of permitting

a maximum of 1000 nodal points in the finite element grid and

therefore, preliminary investigations were extensive with the objective

of making most efficient use of the available number of nodes without

significant sacrifice to accuracy. In addition, it was necessary to

prove that rapid variation of grid sizes as those used for design charts

will not introduce unacceptable errors. Also, the program muat be

versatile to meet the changing needs. Thus, the program developed

from one being only capable of generating simple parallel planes

with regular intervals and zero pipe radius to one that is capable

of simulating converging, parallel and diverging flows with finite

pipe radius, varying grid sizes and varying dimensional ratios.

However, some problems still persists whenever the R/L ratio is

less than 0.005, the demand for nodes will far exceed 1000 using

45
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current mode of node generation. This problem may by overcomed

either by further increasing the grid magnification factor A

(Refer to page 11) from 2.0 to 2.5 or the WES program may be modified

to accomodate more nodes. It must be cautioned that if the former

alternative is selected, it is again necessary to check for errors.

A simple method of checking for errors was outlined in section 4.4

of page 13.

The next problem was to determine the B/L ratio that would

simulate a semi-infinite horizontal extent in the +x direction. It

was decided that this condition can be simulated whenever the

contribution to C'J. is negligible with increasing B/L ratios.

Although it is apparent from Fig. 3-8 that a B/L of 1.0 is the best

choice, 0.5 was selected for conserving the available number of nodes.

Fig. 5-3 to 5-11 show the vertical gradient concentration factors

(secant value) at l.OR from the face of the pipe. Note that all the

curves pass through the origin at zero pipe penetration. However,

this does not mean that a design would be safe against piping for

an infinitely high i, because in this case, the horizontal gradients

will be so high that a scour velocity reduction factor would not be

required to initiate piping. Contribution to piping for the vertical

and horizontal gradient components need to be investigated. For the

range of values of interest, it was assumed that the effect of the

vertical gradients were predominant and the horizontal gradients were

temporarily disregarded.



It is interesting to note that results show highest concentration

factors occur for the convergent flow situation, ot = y3 = 0.5, as

expected. The lowest concentration factors were obtained when si = 6

= 2.0, representing a diverging flow. It must be noted that as P/L

tends to 2ero, the problem approaches a plane flow situation and

therfore the concentration gradients in the vertical direction must

equal zero and those in the horizontal direction must equal 1.0

The correction factors C are expected to change too. Go. tends to
r r

0 whereas C // tends to 1.0 on approaching P/L = 0, Therefore data
r

for C_ corresponding to 10% pipe penetration were neglected when
r

preparing the C vs #R curves.
f

The flume was simulated using B/L of 0.1 and D/l of 0.2 ( <*• = /*

= 1.0) There was a slight difference in the boundary conditions

(Refer to Fig. 6-1) because of the sloping sand surface. Design charts

generated for G'x and C_i ar«.presented in Figs. 6-2 and 6-3 for
r

R/L = 0.01 and 0.002

The concept of critical depth was introduced and discussed in

section 6.3 It was found that for the sand characterized by the

grain size distribution in Fig. 6-6, this critical depth is in the

range of between 0.78" and 1.15". It was hypothesized that this

physical distance is approximately constant for a particular type

of cohesionless soil at the same packing and increases with increasing

grain size and specific gravity.



8. CONCLUSIONS

1. Analyses were made to check the accuracy of the computer model

using regular and varying grid sizes for the steady state seepage

condition. Piezometric readings obtained in the laboratory by

Pietrus were compared with corresponding values from the computer

output. It was found that the match very well both in shape and

in accuracy. The maximum difference between the two was about 3%

of the total head. The results indicated that the author had an

accurate computer model.

2. It was found that only half of the control volume about a

vertical plane was necessary to simulate a pipe and that a B/L

ratio of 0.5 would simulate semi-infinite horizontal extent.

3. From analyses using different values of °̂  and A , it was

found that the most critical situation arises when <*.= & = 0.5,

simulating a flow converging to the pipe. In this case gradients

may be 257= higher than that without boundary convergence i.e.

efc . f§ - 1.0

4. The correction factors C_, for <*= ft = 1.0 lie within a small
r /

range of values for both R/L = 0.01 and 0.005 for all values of

#R. The 2 ranges are very close together and hence may be represented

by a single line.
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5. The laboratory flume may be simulated by setting D/L = 0.2

and B/L = 0.1 Using these parameters, a graph of G'x vs P/L

was drawn. Ĉ o. vs #R was also drawn. It is to be noted that

C j. for the flume also has values within a small band for different

R/L ratios.

6. Analysis of results of head required for piping coupled with

the assumption that i = 1.0 at piping, and the relevent graphs

yield critical depths of 1.3 and 1.5 radii for R = 0.6" and 6.6

and 9.2 radii for R = 0.125", give values of the secant depth below

the pipe over which to obtain i of 0.78", 0.9", 0.83" and 1.15"

respectively for the Reid Bedford sand used in the physical model.

'



9. RECOMMENDED RESEARCH

The author would recommend investigation of piping characteristics

of different cohesionless soils as performed by Pietrus. By repeating

the procedures outlined in the text, a set of critical depths may

thus be obtained.

Since with this investigation, hydraulic heads and gradients

associated with piping are better understood, it is possible to

isolate and research particular aspects of piping. A recommended

field of study is to determine the transport characteristics of

a cohesionless soil when subjected to a vertical hydraulic gradient.

This may be performed in a laboratory flume whereby vertical hydraulic

gradient and horizontal scour velocity can be can be controlled and

measured. The effect of the horizontal component of the hydraulic

gradient on piping may also be investigated this way.
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Program listing for Node

.450

.430

. NNY
, N N X
, N N Z

,M£L=NEX*NEY*I
rtAXBAN=NNS*NNZ+i
IF(NNT-lOOO)1450, 1450, 1440
WRITE(6,90)NNT
30 TO 9999
CONTINUE
IFiMAXBAN-100)1430,1430,1420
wRITEtto.SOJMAXBAN
GO TO 9999
CONTINUE
11=0
DO 1500 K=l;
DO 1500 J=l,
??,1?2? I = 1

xN(II)=DD<1,J)
YN(II)=DD(2,K>
ZN<II)=DD(3,I)

-.500 CONTINUE
DO 2000 J=l, 2
DO 2000 1=1,NNS
II=I*(J-1)*NNS*NEY
NB(II)=1
NHII)=1

1000 FN(II)=HW(J-)
DO 3000 J=l,2
DO 3000 1=1,NNX
I I = I * N N Z + < J - 1 ) * N N S * N E Y

1000 M i d i )=0
N=NY1-1
DO 4000 1=2, N
I2=N,M3*a-l >*NNZ
11=12-1
I3=I2*NNZ
N S ( 1 1 1 = 1
N B ( I 2 ) = l
N B i I 3 ) = l
F N ( 1 1 ) = H W < 1 )
~ N ( I 2 ) = H W ( 1 )
F N i 1 3 ) = H U ( 1 )
I I=NNS*N*NNZ
M B ( I I ) • !
F 'i ( I I ; =HW t, i ;
11=0
DO 5000 J=l,NEY
DO 5000 1=1,NEX
I 1 = 11*1

VJE ( 11 ) = !*( I-l )*NEZ*< J-1 )*NES
••iP ( 1, I I > = !*< I-l ) * N N Z * ( J-1 )*NNS
N t ( N E L ) = N E T
TJp ( 1, MEL ) =NNT-NNS-NNZ-1
00 6000 1=1 NEL
M P ( 2 , I ) = N P ( , I > + N N S
N P ( 3 , I ) = N P ( 2 , I ) + N N Z
'.jp ( 4 , I ) = N P ( , I )*NNZ
N P ( 5 , I ) = N P ( , I )*1
NP (6, I ) = N P ( 2 , I)*1
N P ( 7 , I ) = N P ( 3 , I )*1
NP ( 8, I ) =NP ( 4, I ) * 1
:3NTINUE
INPUT AL?MA, 3ETA ON F10. 0
=.EAD(5, 10) AI.PHA, BETA
OAMAX=(ALPHA-1. )/(ALPHA*1. )
iAMAZ='.3ETA-l. )/(SETA*l. )
IF (ALPHA-1. )6505, 6550, 6505

-505 CO iSOO K=1,NNY

JO a 500 -'=
^••EW=i 1. ̂

iO
10

CO
550

, NNX
MAX*( i.-YTEW/50. .')*pDii,
WJ- 00001)&510, a520,os20

ONTINUE
0 6500 1=1, NNZ

I : = !*< J-1 !*NNZ+(K-1

ONTINUE
IF (BETA-i. )6S90, 6905. 6890

. NNZ )

DO a900 *=1, NNY

DO ^900 1 = 1, NZ 2
_ T E M P = D D < 3 , I )
:NEW=ZTEMP- v ZTOP-ZTEMP > *GAMAZ* < i . -^

- .
OOOS6COO
00087000
OCOfiSOOo
COOS9000
000=0000
00091 COO
00092000
00093000
00094000
00095000
00096000
00097000
C-C098000
00099000
00100000
OOlOiOOO
00102000
001C3000
00104000
00105000
00106000
00107000
00108000
00109COO
00110COO
00111000
00112000
OOU3CCO
00114COO
00115000
QOlliOOO
00117000
00113000
00 i19000
00120000
001*1000
00122000
00123000
00124000
00125000
.-\* 4 ̂  / ,"* f* 1^'-•vj i&oywy
00127000
OOi2SCQO
00129000
00120000
00131000
CO 132000
00123000
0013-000
1C 135000
0013a000'
:0137COO
00135000

« '. 1 r o -^ L •-
0015^CCO
001=5000

"~

•10 1600-00
00161000

•I 01 64000
JC1&5CGO

t so

51



5-2

u-IMENSIGN NK1000), NB(IOOO), NPC8, 1000) , NEC ' 000 '
B I MENTION NLi4>
DIMENSION XN( 1000) , YN(IOOO), ZN< 1000), FN( 1000)
DIMENSION A l < 4 > , A2 (4 > , BB <4> , DD<3, 30 ) , hW< 2) , OISTl4,30)
uATA NI / 1000*0 /
DATA NB / 1000*0 /
DATA FN / 1000*0. 0 /
DATA HW, YY, XK, YK, ZK / 0.0,2*100 0,3*1 0 /
DATA A1,A2 / 3*0.0,5*1.0 /
DATA NRUN, NSOIL / 2001,1 /
DATA A / 2. 0 /

10 rORMAT(4F10. 0)
20 FORMAT ( 15)

58
J/L=, F6. 3

> - 4HcaNF* 20X' - 4)
60 PQRMATU5, 12, 13, 5E10 3)
70 FGRMATC 1015, 3E10. 4)
30 FQRMAT(9H MAX8AN= , 15, 13H EXCEEDS 100 )

100 FORMAT (4F10N37BER °F N°DES" ' I3' 14H EXCEEDS
INPUT B/L, D/L, R/L, P/L ON F10 0
READ (5. 10) XL, ZL, RL, PL
wRITE(6, 100) XL, ZL, RL, PL
XX=XL*YYZ:=ZL*YY
PP=P1_*YY
3B(1)=XX
BB(2)=PP
3B(3)=YY-PP
32i4)=ZZ
DO 1000 1 = 1, 3
N=I
DISTC I, 1 )=0. 0

3'.0 [j=N-i-l
=.=RR*(A1 ( I >+A2i I )*A**(N-2) )
DIST(I,N)=E
>(E-BB(I))800, 900, 900

-00 -JL( I )=N
DI3T(I, N)=BBt I )

•.000 CONTINUE
D:ST(4,i)=o.0
DI3T(4,2)=RRN»a

-50 rj=N-*-l
£=RR*(A1 (4>-»-A2(4)*A**(N-3) )
OI3T(4,N)=£
IC(E-BB(4))950, 970, 970

- 0 -JL I 4 ) =N
DISK 4, N)=BB (4)

•JQCEA2 PEDUCE3 ONE LINE AT ALL FRINGE WGDE=
;-'̂ tDA2l rtEDUCEB QNt LIKE NEAREST TO EXTREME x
-UDEA22 REDUCES ONE LINE NEAREST
-•iQCEA23 PEDUCES ONE LINE NEAREST
•'LOtA24 RtDUCES ONE uINE NEAREST
•,NX=NLi 1 )
'if l=NLt2)
NY2"NC(3)
.-JNZ=NL(4) '

TO
TO
TO

y=0
EXTREME v
EXTREME ~!

AL' '=
.̂ L ̂

-O I-D

:o iii

. ---ju 3D i

1100 1 = 1, NNX
i, i)=DiST(:, n
1200 1 = 1, NNZ

i3, I)=ZZ-DIST(4,
1300 I=1,NY1

)=PP-DIST(2,
1400 I=1,NY2

N)

N)

.400 00(2 N)=DIST(3, I )+PP

"-NB=NNX*NNY

NtZ=NNZ-l
••,e.S=NEX*NEZ

0000i000
OCOC2COO
00003COO
00004000
00005000
00006000
00007000oooosooo
00009000
00010000
0001lOOO
00012000
COO 13000
OC014COO
00015000
00016000
00017000
00013000
00019000
00020000
C0021000
00022000
00023000
00024000
00025000
00026000
00027000
00023000
00029000
00030000
00031000
00032000
00033000
00024000
00035000
C'C03cOOO
C0037000
0003SOOO
00039000
OC040000
000*1000
OCC420OO
00043000
00044COO
CC045COO
0004̂ 000
00047000
000̂ 8000
0004̂ 000
OOC50COO
00051000
•".i* -•": ̂  ~-~ -~.r
OCC530CO
00054000
0005̂ 000
00056000
OCG57COO
ocosscoo
00C;-COO
CCOtGCOO
C'CCe i SCO
CCOeiCOO
OOOi^COOccofc4,:oo
CCOocCOg

OOC^O-COogo7:-:og
C 0070000
OC07400C
CCC75000

.•'.'07. COO
0073000

ooosscoo
OC054CQO
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= 910
-.920

= 900

IF (ABS(ZNEW)- 00001 )6910, 6920, 6920
-NEW=0.
:QNTINUE
DO 6900 J=l, IMNX
I :=I+(J-1 )*NNZ+(K-1 )*NNS

!I)=ZNEW
=905 CONTINUE

3D = X X Y Z Z
3D=SR/ZZ
2L=zz/w
«PITE<7, 205NRUN
Wg ITEC7, 30.' XL, DL, RLv PL, ALPHA, 3ETA
"« ITE(7i 40)NNT, NET, NSOIL. ZZ
wR ITE(7, 50)NSOIL, XK, vK, ZK
uu /OOO I=i- NNT

'000 CONTINUE
DO 8000 I = 1 , N E L
w R I T E ( 7 , 7 0 ) N E ( I ) ,

=UOO CONTINUE
*RITE(7,20)NSaiL
5TQP
END

( NP ( J. I), J=l, 8) , NSQ!:_

•5999 51

•X'16*000
OC170CGC
00171000

OC173000
00174000
00175000
OOl7iOOO
00177000
00179000
0017=000
OCiSOCOO
'J'-- 1 Q 1 •- •-/•-1
ociesoco
001S300C
OG184COO
00185000
OOlSiOOO
00187000
00133000
OG1S9000
00190000
00191000

JOB CONTROL CARDS

// EXEC WATFIV
//GO.FT07F001 DD SYSOUT=T,DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=80),DEST=TCP

$JOB
SPRINTOFF
/*INCLUDE PROGRAM
$ENTRY
DATA CARDS
/*EOJ
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0000 C NODEA2
0001 DO 111.1 1 = 1 r A
0002 N=NL<I)-1
0003 NL(I)=N
0004 DIST<IfN)=BB(I)
0005 111.1 CONTINUE

0000 C NODEA21
0001 N=NL(1)-1
0002 NL(1)=N
0003 DIST<lfN)=BB<l>

0000 C, NODEA22
0001 N-NL(2>-1
0002 NL<2)™N
0003 DIST<2>N)=BB<2>

0000
0001
0002
0003

NODEA23
N=NL<3)-1

N)=BB(3)

0000 C NODEA24
0001 N=NL<4)-1
0002 NL(4)=N
0003 niST(4rN)-BB<4)
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Program listing for Grate
DIMENSION NODENC1000), !NN(1000),NBCN(lOOO)- NGN-
, XNN(IOOO). YNNilOOO), ZNN(IOOO); FXN(IOOO), MUi ( 2),

2NPNt3, lOOO), NOE(3>
10 FORMAT (3110, 3Flu. 0, 3F5. O)
20 -3RMAT HO-PIO^ w BOUNDARY CARDS, ,

CONF ', 20X, £10. 3)

30 =ORMAT ('
40 ^QRMAT (2110, F10. 4)
50 "ORMAT (315, '
60 "ORMAT (15,3E10. 3)
70 -ORMAT i 15- 12- 13, 5E10. 3)
30 FORMAT (1015,3E10. 3)

READ (5, 10) (NONU ), 1 = 1, 3), XK, YK, ZK, (HWcI>, 1 = 1.
DO 100 1=1,3

100 NU£<Ii=NCNtI)-l
NBASE=NON(1)*NGN(2)
NN5IDE=NGN(1)*NGN(3)
NESI DE=NGE ( 1 ,' *NQ£ ( 3)
NUDENT=N8ASE*NGN i3)
NliMEL=NE3ID£*NGE(2)
N E L £ M T = N Q E ( 1 ) * N O E ( 2 ) + 1
NSOIL=1
N G D E X = N Q N < 1 )
NODEY=NON<2)
NODEZ=NGN(3)
NELEMX=NODEX-1
NEL£MY=NGDEY-1
DO 1000 11=1,3
NN=1
XN=0 0
xYZ(II,NN)=XN

200 READ(5,20)NM,XM
NDIF=NM-NN
IF(NDIF)250, 300, 350

250 WRITE (6,30)
GG TO 9000

300 XYZ( II,NN)=XM
GG TO 450

350 xDIF=<XM-XN)/NDIF
DC 400 1 = 1, NDIF
NNN=NN+I

400 X v Z ( I I , N N N ) = X N + I * X D I F
450 >JN=NM

XN*XM
IF(NN-NON<II))200, 1000, 250

'.000 CONTINUE
11=0
DO 2000 14=1, NODEY
DO 2OOO J=l,NODEX
DO 2000 I=1,NODEZ
ii»Ti+i
<NN( I I)=XYZ(1- J)
••-.NI. II > = < Y Z < 2 - *>
:NN< 11 )=*YZ(3, I)
NCDEN(II.'-I I
I"-4N( I I )=O-1 >-o

)=0. 0
:c 3000 j=i,2
OC 3000 I»l,NNSIDE
;; =i + (j-1)*NNSIDE*NOE(2 >
-•N( II)=HW(J;
D-J 4000 J=l, 2
1C 4000 1 = 1, NODEX
11 = I *NCN (3 > •»• t J-1 > *NNS IDÊ NGt'. 5)
'.' • N ( II) =0
= £AD i5, 40- END«4200) r-WN. NEON i NNPJ > , FxNiNNNi
~? ITE (6, 40 )NNN, NBONirviNN) , P'XN(NNN)
•iC TO 4000
: :=o
1C 5000 j=;,NELEMY
00 5000 I=l,NELEMX
:: = n*i
:<ELEMi I I ) = l + ( --1 .' *NGE( j > + < J-l / •»Nh.ijiwt

-000 N P N ( 1, 11 )=!+•( I-1 .'*NON(3) + ( J-l >*NNSIDE
NE^EM < NELEilT ) =NUMEL
- - F N ( 1, NELEMT)*NODENT-NNSIDE-NON(3)-l
OC 6000 1=1-NELEMT

::•, Nor f 3;, XYZCS, 21 jooooiccc
•̂ ELEf i 1000), ;0002000

00003000
00004000
000050QG
QCOOtoOOO
00007000
00008000
00009000
00010000
00011000

,DATUM ocoiaooo
00013000
00014000
00015000
O'OOleOOO
00017000
00018000
00019000
00020000
00021000
00022000
OC023000
00024000
00025000
00026000
0002/000
Q002SOOO
00029000
00030000
00031000
00032000
00033000
00034000
00035000
00036000
00037000
00033000
00039000
00040000
00041000
:_•'•- w4«ulrG
00043000
00044000
00045000
Q0046OOO
000470OO
00048000
00049000
:oo5oooo
X051000
-,-!-.= -,-,-, ,-\ * j tL^\J\J

MO 53000
:»:-054ooo
010=5000

1000

= 000
W R I T E
W R I T E
UP ITE
wPITE

, X K , Y K
, NUMEL
, XK,YK

-000

I ) = N P N ( 2 I ) + N N £ I D E
I ) = N P N ( 1 D+NNSIDE
I ) = N P N ( 1 I ; - i - l
I ) = N P N ( 2 I ) * l
I ) =NF h4 ( 3 D-i-l
I ) = N P N ( 4 I J H - I
(6, 50)NODENT
( 6 , 6 0 ) NSGIL
( 7 , 5 0 ) N O D E N T

. (7.60) NSCIL
DO 7000 1=1,NBASE
NOZ( 1 )»!•*•< I-i ) *NGN ( 3 )
M C Z ( 2 ) = N Q Z ( 1 ) + l
NG Z ( 3) =NGZ ( 1 ) -i-NGE i 3)
jQ 7000 J=l ,3 ,2
N = N Q Z ( J )
W R I T E ( 7 , 7 O ) N Q D E N < N > ,
-•JhlTE '6, 7 0 ) N O D E N ( N ) ,
:GNTINUE
00 3000 1=1,NELEMT
~ R T T E ( 7 , 3 0 ) N E L E M ( I ) , <
- K I T E < a , 3 0 ) N E L E M ( I ) , <

N S C I L , D A T U M
ZK
NSOIL ,DATUM
ZK

INN(N)
, NBCN ( N )
>N8CN<N

XNN ( N > .
.-.NNvN;.

YNN ' N * . ZTiN f. M ) , FXN ? M )

J,
NPN( J,

3) NSOIL
NSCIL

.".•J6UOOG

•'9il,V -
: 0̂ 3000

.

. wfe'.".'-w

oocescco
0005=000
000870CU
oooasooo
00069000
00090000
0009:000
0009=000
0009 JCQO

i
0009-000
OCO°£COO
0009=000
00' 1 000 wo
OOlOlOGC
OO102OOO
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Abstract of Thesis Presented to the Graduate Council
of the University of Florida in Partial F u l f i l l m e n t of the

Requirements for the Degree of Master of Engineering

by

THOMAS J. PIETRUS

August, 1931

Chairman: Or. Frank C. Townsend
Major Department: Civil Engineering

A laboratory testing program was undertaken in order to

better understand the phenomena of hydraulic p i p i n g in

sand. To simulate field conditions, a hydraulic flume was

constructed in which a saturated sand layer could be placed

and subjected to variable pressure heads of water. With the

construction of various initial pipes in the sand, the

critical heads necessary to initiate p i p i n g were

determined. In addition, the p i p i n g process was observed

for the resulting scouring and deposition of material that

occurred.

Based on the results obtained, correlations were

determined relating the critical gradient required to

initiate piping, to the dimensions of the original pipe.

These results indicate that a l i m i t i n g gradient of

approximately 5.0 percent of the average horizontal gradient

exists for all conditions. Allowable gradients are

obtainable in order to provide for a safe design for

prevention of piping. Computer formulation has been used to

relate experimental results with the theoretical solutions.



Development of a quantitative theory to prevent piping

is possible with further testing programs. Varying the

sample material, flume dimensions, and normal stress acting

on the sample will provide additional information to further

understand the phenomena of piping.

J e.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Description of Problem

The problem of piping has continued to plague the

geotechnical engineering profession, despite the general

advance of soil mechanics. For example, based on a survey

(United States Committee on Large Dams, 1975) of existing

U.S. dams, over 42 percent of dan incidents reported were

related to leakage and piping.

The earliest methods for analyzing piping were based on

the concept of the contact between a rigid structure and its

foundation. The shortest path that a particle of water

could follow, from an upstream point to a downstream point,

was called the l i n e of creep. Thus, based on this concept,

increasing the line of creep will result in an increased

factor of safety against piping. This method was developed
*

based on case history reviews of dam failures, and remains

as an empirical tool for the design engineer.

The use of empirical methods often leads to designs

with unknown factors of safety. Until the initial

theoretical research performed by Schmertmann (1980), no

quantitative design theory existed for the prevention of

piping. As a result, design engineers use analytical

methods to evaluate the forces acting on the soil and water,



and combine this with their judgement and experience to

develop a safe design against pioing. Thus, a need exists

for a quantitative theory for the analysis of p i p i n g which

can determine the factor of safety for each existing

condi tion.

1.2 Definition of P i p i n g

Piping is the phenomenon of internal soil erosion

within a water retaining structure or its foundation. The

piping process originates at some downstream exit point, due

largely to the presence of high exit gradients. The piping,

or internal erosion, continues to grow upstream as it

creates a channel or pipe for the flow of water which

transports and deposits the eroded material at the

downstream point. As it lengthens, the pipe may become

larger in diameter as a result of the increased scouring

action that takes place. Eventually, the p i p i n g process

will emerge upstream and may then rapidly erode such a vast

amount of material that a settlement or stability problem

will exist. If not corrected, a breaching of the water

retaining structure can occur which may result in a

catastrophic condition to the surrounding environment.

1.3 Scope of the Project

On October 30, 1979, a cooling water reservoir

embankment for the Florida Power and Light Company was

breached, s p i l l i n g an estimated 33 b i l l i o n gallons of water

over parts of Martin County, Florida. The special board of

consultants investigating the failure concluded that piping



beneath the embankment probably caused the failure. Dr.

Schmertmann, a member of this board, developed a

quantitative p i p i n g theory to help analyze the failure.

This effort led to the present research project at the

University of Florida to check his theory on the causes and

effects of piping, and to develop further his quantitative

theory for use in design against piping.

A specially designed hydraulic flume was used to

simulate field conditions for the experimental part of the

project. In order to study the creation of a pipe, it was

felt that by initially starting the pipe and encouraging it

to develop, useful results could be obtained.

A series of 12 tests were performed in the laboratory

under varying conditions. The diameter of the initial pipe

and its percent of penetration of the total length of the

flume were the critical parameters that were adjusted. The

width, length, and depth of the sample could not be

modified. By determining the critical head necessary to

initiate piping for each condition, correlations could be
i

made between test results.



CHAPTER 2

HISTORICAL REVIEW OF THE PIPING PROCESS

2.1 Causes of Piping

The piping process originates largely due to the

presence of a high exit gradient. Once the pipe is

initiated, seepage forces converge to the pipe which

presents little resistance to flow in comparison to the

resistance to flow through soil. As a result, the piping

process continues in an upstream direction with gradients

usually increasing as the pipe grows.

The high exit gradients are a result of a lack of

control of groundwater and seepage. Some of the more common

causes of piping failures are presented in Table 2-1.

2.2 An Empirical Design for Prevention of P i p i n g

The original line of creep theory was developed by W.

6. Bl i g h , based on his study of weirs on all u v i a l

foundations in Egypt and India. Lane (1935) revised the

creep theory based on his assumption that piping resistance

is reduced along horizontal contacts between a rigid

structure and its foundation, compared with vertical or

inclined contacts. As a result, he developed the following

equation for the weighted creep ratio Rc:

1/3 H + V
Rc = fi



TABLE 2-1

CAUSES OF PIPING FAILURES

a. Lack of filter protection

b. Poor compaction along conduits in foundation trenches,

etc.

c. Gopher holes, rotted roots, rotted wood, etc.

d. Filters or drains with pores so large soil can wash

through

e. Open seams or joints in rocks in dam foundations or

abutments

f. Open-work gravel and other coarse strata in foundations

or abutments

g. Cracks in rigid drains, reservoir linings, dam cores,

etc. caused by earth movements or other causes

h. Miscellaneous man-made or natural imperfections

Source:' Cedergren, 1977



where, H = horizontal contacts (< 45°)

V = vertical contacts (>= 45°)

h = head loss through the system

By inspection, equation 1.1 is merely a modification of the

inverse of the average hydraulic gradient. Recommended

minimum values for Rc range from 1.6 for very hard clay or

hardpan, to 8.5 for a very fine sand or silt.

As stated previously, empirical design formulation may

adequately prevent piping, yet it is but a simplifying

procedure for consideration of the phenomenon of piping.

2.3 Development of a Quantitative Piping Theory

In a more recent (1980) development, Dr. Schmertmann

has studied the piping process in the attempt to determine a

theoretical solution that may be used for design to prevent

piping. By analyzing the velocities required for horizontal

stream bed erosion on soil particles, Dr. Schmertmann

realized that they exceed the velocities that exist in a

pipe by factors between 10 and 100. He thus concluded that

upward seepage forces must be a significant variable to

reducing' the erosion velocity needed to initiate and

maintain the piping process. With the use of flow nets, the

vertical gradient H/L at the pipe entrance can be found by

dividing the change in total head between the last 2

equipotential drops by the vertical distance over which the

drops occurs. Likewise, a similar procedure can be used to

determine the horizontal gradient at the head of the

original pipe. The concentration of these gradients can be
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expressed as a product of the average hydraulic gradient

that exists parallel to the pipe.

In order to determine the critical gradients for

various design conditions, numerous flow nets needed to be

constructed with great accuracy. To avoid the laborious

process, a 2-dimensional seepage computer program was

developed to provide a more accurate solution than the hand-

sketching methods used by Dr. Schmertmann. Logan (1980)

provides an excellent summary of the 2-dimensional computer

work performed for this investigation.

Later, a 3-dimensional seepage program was adapted to

the problem and is currently being used at the University of

Florida. Wong (1981) summarizes his findings of the

critical gradients that exist at the head of the pipe, with

various parameters affecting it, such as the length, width,

and depth of the pipeable layer, percent pipe penetration

and pipe diameter.



CHAPTER 3

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS, AND PROCEDURES

3.1 Availability of Equipment

The experimental investigation of hydraulic p i p i n g is a

unique study which required special equipment and supplies

that are generally unavailable. As a result, most of the

laboratory equipment was designed specifically for this

project and is now available for future testing programs.

Numerous modifications were made to the original equipment

as the testing progressed in order to improve the testing

conditions and data. A brief description of the equipment

follows.

3.2 Details of the Hydraulic Flume

The flume is constructed of aluminum with dimensions of

1 foot by 1 foot by 7.5 feet. Internal weirs provide for a

sample length of 5 feet with upstream and downstream

reservotrs. A plexiglass top acts as an impermeable roof

along which piping can be visually observed. A rubber

bladder at the bottom of the flume can provide an upward

pressure that keeps the sample in contact with the

plexiglass top. Outside the flume, an upstream constant

head is applied through an adjustable water reservoir. A

series of manometers permit measurement of the heads acting

along the sample.

8



Figure 3-1 presents a drawing of the hydraulic flume

which was used for the 12 laboratory tests. It consists of

3/8 inch thick aluminum bottom and sides which were welded

at the joints. The dimensions of the flume are very

critical since the size will affect the drainage conditions

of the sample. In order to compare the experimental results

with the theoretical or computer output, a reasonable model

scale was needed. Thus, a depth and width of 1 foot, and a

sample length of 5 feet were chosen. These dimensions

remained unchanged for all 12 tests conducted. For future

laboratory experiments, any 3 of the dimensions could be

modi fied.

As shown in Figure 3-1, the flume contains 3 internal

weirs which are porous and covered with filter fabric

material, that extended across the entire 1 foot width. The

test specimen lies between the upstream and downstream

weirs, with a total length of 5 feet. The upstream weir

extends the full 1 foot depth of the flume in order to

prevent any sloughing of sand into the upstream reservoir.

The. downstream weir was one of the modifications

performed on the flume. Originally, the test specimen

sloped downstream from this point with no weir needed.

However, once the rubber pressure bladder located at the

bottom of the flume was expanded, the sample was pushed onto

the downstream slope. The downstream v/eir was inserted to

prevent any sample disturbance due to the applied bladder

pressure. This weir has a height of 10 inches from the
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bottom of the flume which allows 2 inches of clearance for

the creation of the original horizontal pipe into the

sample. This amount proved more than adequate.

The slope weir provides for the construction of a

downstream slope of the sample. Although a slope angle of

15 degrees was used for all 12 tests performed, various

slope angles are possible by modifying the height of the

slope weir.

A 1/4 inch thick rubber pressure bladder extends along

the bottom of the entire length of the sample. It is held

firmly in place by a 1/4 inch wide aluminum frame bolted to

the bottom of the flume. Rubber o-rings attached to the

bolts provide a seal against leaks during vacuum and

saturation. A 1/4 inch quick connect was inserted at the

bottom of the flume to provide for expansion of the bladder

by means of water pressure. Thus, the sample is kept in

contact with the glass top of the flume. The glass top acts

as an impervious roof along which the p i p i n g action takes

place. In addition, since the bladder pressure can be

regulated, its effect on the piping process was investigated

and is presented with the test results.

Shown in Figure 3-2 is the Hydraulic Flume Lid. The

lid or top was built using 1 inch thick plexiglass. Due to

the bending action that takes place while applying a vacuum,

1 inch square reinforcing bars were placed on the top l i d as

shown. The lid is removed during sample placement and

i n i t i a l pipe construction, but is required for the vacuum
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and saturation process. A 1/16 inch deep groove was cut

into the top of the aluminum walls, to permit insertion of a

continuous rubber o-ring. This provided an excellent seal

between the flume and the lid.

?4anometers were inserted at the upstream reservoirs of

the flume for all tests to determine the applied head.

Additional manometers were inserted along the lid after test

#7. These were placed at 15, 30, and 45 inches from the

upstream end of the sample and 1 1/2 inches from the side of

the flume. Figure 3-3 presents the layout of the

manometers.

Water enters the flume through a 1/4 inch tube with a

quick connect inserted at the upstream end of the flume.

Drainage from the flume takes place through a 1/4 inch

opening at the downstream reservoir. Note that the water

level in the downstream reservoir is slightly higher than

the sample so that the sample remains fully saturated

throughout the test.

3.3 Water Supply Reservoir
*

In order to initiate p i p i n g , the upstream head must be

raised to a critical height. The water supply reservoir

must be adjustable and must ma i n t a i n a constant head once

the required height is reached.

Figure 3-4 presents a diagram of the water supply

reservoir used for this project. Water enters the reservoir

at the top through a 3/4 inch water hose connected to a

faucet. Water is exited through the bottom outlet, which is
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a 1/4 inch quick connect and hose connected to the upstream

water reservoir of the hydraulic flume. The overflow outlet

serves as a means of monitoring a constant head of water.

Several alternatives for raising the reservoir were

investigated. A vertical pulley system available in the

laboratory was thought to be the most practical means of

raising the reservoir. However, due to its location, it

could not be used. A hydraulic jack with a bearing plate

for the reservoir to rest on was tried unsuccessfully.

Problems arose in that frequent air bleeding of the jack led

to a decrease in the height of the reservoir. A simple but

workable expedient procedure was used which involved the

placement of the reservoir onto a stepladder. The reservoir

was raised by placing 1/4 or 1/2 inch blocks of wood under

it until the critical head was obtained. The applied head

was determined from the manometer readings.

3.4 Bladder Pressure Tank

In order to inflate the pressure bladder described in

Section 3.2, a supply tank was necessary and is shown in
•

Figure 3-5. Although it is quite feasible to use air

pressure, water proved to be a better alternative.

The tank was filled with water to a height somewhere

below the top inlet. Air pressure was applied thru the top

inlet onto the water, which forced the water through the

bottom outlet into a 1/4 inch tube connected to the bladder

at the bottom of the flume. The bladder was allowed to

expand until the pressures were neutralized. Tests 1
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through 10 were performed with a bladder pressure of 5

psi. Tests 11 and 12 were performed with 10 psi pressure to

determine what effects, if any, a higher pressure may have

on tests results.

The volume of water used to inflate the bladder could

easily be determined from the initial and final heights of

the manometer on the bladder pressure tank. This change in

volume could be related to a change in volume of the soil

sample, since the bladder became partially filled and

expanded. However, since the sample was not contained

within a closed system due to the downstream slope, a volume

change correlation could not be determined.

3.5 Sand Rainer

Laboratory testing procedures require that a uniform

density be obtainable for each test so that comparisons

between results will be valid. To achieve this, a sand

raining device was built which allows for the deposition of

the sand into the hydraulic flume from a fixed height.

The device is shown in Figure 3-5, and provides for
*

varying densities, if needed. All laboratory tests were

performed with a fixed density. In order to vary the

density, the support arms of the bucket could be raised or

lowered. In addition, the shutter plate on the rainer is

interchangeable so that a plate with 1/8, 1/4, or 1/2 inch

diameter holes drilled onto it could be used. However, for

the purpose of consistency, a fixed height and 1/2 inch

shutter plate were used for all laboratory tests.
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Tracks were mounted on the support table to guide the

rainer over the hydraulic flume. The rainer was filled with

sand while the shutter plate remained in a closed

position. By dislodging the plate, the sand was allowed to

fall freely into the flume. The rainer was then walked back

and forth by two people at a constant rate in order to

assure as nearly uniform a density as possible.

3.6 Materials and Density Determination

All 12 test samples consisted of Reid Bedford Sand.

This is a uniform fine sand that has been used occasionally

at the Waterways Experiment Station (W.E.S.) in Vicksburg,

Mississippi. As a result, some literature is available

describing the characteristics of the material (Durham and

Townsend, 1973).

Two basic laboratory tests were performed on the sample

material according to the procedures outlined by the

American Society for Testing and Materials (A.S.T.M.):

1. Grain Size Analysis (0-422)

2. Relative Density (D-2049)
*

A plot of the grain size distribution obtained is shown

in Figure 3-7. Also shown, is a plot of the grain size

distribution determined from laboratory tests at the

Waterways Experiment Station (W.E.S.). Note that the W.E.S.

results contain more fines than the sample material used. A

reason given for this is that the soil which was used for

the grain size analysis performed in the laboratory had been

subjected to several hydraulic p i p i n g tests, which resulted
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in a small percentage of the fines being washed out. Since

this material was dried and used for future tests, the

distribution curve obtained for the sample material was

considered to be the more accurate.

Results of the Relative Density test are presented in

Table 3-1. As shown, the minimum density obtained was 90.94

pcf, while the maximum was 106.35 pcf. The in-place density

of the sample material was measured and used for

determination of the relative density. Based on test

results, this value was found to be very close to 100

percent.

Several methods were used to determine the in-place

density. One procedure consisted of placing a 4 inch (10.16

cm.) diameter can into the flume during the sand raining

process. When full, the surface of the can was screeded,

the can weighed, and based on a known volume, the density of

the material could be calculated. This procedure was used

for various tests, however, the densities obtained appeared

to be higher than expected. Table 3-2 presents the test
9

results.

Another technique for the in-place density

determination made use of the Ovesen Density Sampler.

Figure 3-8 presents the apparatus used for performing the

test. It consists of a circular tube 7.0 cm. in diameter

which is inserted into the soil sample. A pipe 0.64 cm. in

diameter is inserted through a glass plate, with one end of

the pipe being longer than the other. The short end of the
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TABLE 3-1

RELATIVE DENSITY DETERMINATION

A. Maximum Void Ratio:

Weight of Mold and Plate - 7.319 Kg.

Vol ume of Mold - 0.1 ft.3

Test n Test 2̂ Test #3

Weight of Mold, Plate and

Sand, Kg. 11.444 11.483 11.454

Weight of Sand, Kg. 4.125 4.164 4.135

Density, pcf 90.94 91.80 91.16

B. Minimum Void Ratio:

Weight of Mold - 3.337 Kg.

Volume of Mold - 0.1 ft3

Test #1 Test n Test #3

Weight of Mold and Sand, Kg. 8.179 8.201 8.176

Weight of Sand, Kg. 4.802 4.824 4.799

Density, pcf 105.87 106.35 105.80
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Test #

TABLE 3-2

IM-PLACE DENSITY DETERMIMATION BY CAM METHOD

5

6

8

9

10

11

in \)

828.67

832.18

821.13

838.29

838.79

838.67

843.77

835.63

836.88

( pc

106.2

106.7

105.2

107.4

107.5

107.5

108.1

107.1

107.3

Volume of Can = 0.0172 ft-



Figure 3-8. Ovesen Sampler for determination of in-place density. ro
u-i
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pipe is used to vacuum out the sand from the tube until a

smooth, uniform surface is obtained. The long end of the

pipe is then used to vacuum out a thin layer of sand, which

is deposited into a plastic container sand trap. The

material is then weighed and the volume and density of the

sample is calculated. Table 3-3 presents the results for 3

of the tests taken. Note that the densities obtained,

although high, are near the maximum value obtained from the

Relative Density test, and are fairly consistent with each

other.

3.7 Sample Preparation

As presented schematically in Figure 3-9, several steps

must be followed to insure consistency between specimens.

With the pressure bladder deflated and the flume top

removed, the rainer is placed within its tracks to begin the

f i l l i n g procedure. See Figure 3-10. Due to its smaller

volume, the rainer must be filled 3 to 4 times in order to

achieve a full flume. Note that the sand is deposited only

between the upstream weir and slope weir, so that the

upstream and downstream reservoir are formed.

Once the flume is filled, the surface is screeded with

a straightedge to obtain a level surface. Screeding,

however, tends to form small channels along the surface. In

order to eliminate any undesirable effects in the piping

formation, sand is dropped by hand from the same height of

the rainer to obtain a smooth, uniform surface.
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TABLE 3-3

IM-PLACE DENSITY DETERMINATION BY OVESEN SAMPLER

Test ffl Test #2 Test #3

Weight of Container and Sand,

grams 165.7 156.79 166.25

Weight of Container, grams 121.04 121.04 121.04

Weight of Sand, grams 45.63 45.75 45.21

Density, pcf 105.7 106.0 104.8

Diameter = 7.0 cm.

Lj_ = 7.9 cm.

12 = 7.2 cm.

Volume = 0.00095 ft.3
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RAIN SAND

SCREED SURFACE

CREATE INITIAL
PIPE

ATTACH FLUME LID
AND SEAL OPENINGS

APPLY BLADDER PRESSURE

Figure 3-9 Procedures for preparation of test sample
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Based on a desired I n i t i a l p i p e diameter and percent

penetration, the original pipe is constructed by placing a

semi-circular wooden dowel on the middle of the sand surface

at the downstream end. The circular portion of the dowel

rests in the sand, while the flat surface will be in contact

with the flume top. Care must be used in removing the sand

for the placement of the dowel to minimize the disturbance

of the surrounding sand. A spatula and miniature brush are

used for this procedure. The dowel is placed at a depth to

insure the flat portion is level with the sand surface. The

dowel was not withdrawn until saturation was complete.

With the dowel inserted, the glass l i d is placed onto

the flume and bolted to the channel supports. Having fully

sealed the flume, the desired bladder pressure is selected

and applied to the bladder pressure tank. The applied

pressure results in expansion of the rubber bladder, which

pushes upward on the sample and creates a pressure contact

between the glass l i d and the top surface of the sample. A

period of 20 to 30 minutes was usually required to fill the
r

bladder. Manometer readings are taken on the bladder

pressure tank at various time intervals to assure a complete

filling of the bladder by a constant reading.

In order to obtain a totally saturated sample, a vacuum

must be applied to the flume before the saturation process

begins. A vacuum gauge is connected at the downstream end

of the flume, while a vacuum is applied at both the upstream

and downstream ends. A vacuum regulator is attached to the
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vacuum pump In order to increase the vacuum gradually. When

applied suddenly, the vacuum tends to cause disturbances to

the sample by creating sand movement. This is eliminated by

slowly increasing the vacuum while monitoring the gauge for

changes. A complete vacuum is possible within 12 hours.

Saturation begins only after a complete vacuum has been

reached within the flume. The vacuum is applied throughout

the saturation process to overcome possible air leaks. A

water tank supplies de-aired water at room temperature into

the upstream reservoir of the flume to prevent or minimize

any air entering into the sample. Once the water level

reaches the drain opening at the downstream water reservoir,

the saturation process is said to be complete. Due to the

low permeability of the fine sand, 24 to 36 hours is usually

required to achieve full saturation. The degree of

saturation of the sample is not easily obtainable. However,

by following the vacuum and saturation procedure very

strictly, a consistent degree of saturation will always be

obtained at a level very close to total saturation. The
t

sample is now ready for testing. See Figure 3-11.

3.8 Test Procedures

At this point, the glass cover over the downstream

reservoir can be removed. At the upstream end, the water

supply reservoir is set initially at a low elevation to

start the test. Due to the limited a v a i l a b i l i t y of de-aired

water, tap water is supplied to the reservoir through a

hose. The overflow outlet on the reservoir provides for a
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Figure 3-11. Test sample after saturation is complete.

Manometers not shown.
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constant head. The dowel which is underwater is slowly

withdrawn from the sample while trying to keep disturbance

to the pipe to a minimum. Some minor movement of the sand

particles is unavoidable, but the diameter of the created

pipe is considered to be the diameter of the dowel used to

form it.

A head of water is applied to the sample by connecting

a 1/4 inch hose from the water supply reservoir to the

upstream reservoir of the flume. See Figure 3-12. The head

difference across the sample is determined from the

manometers located at the upstream and downstream

reservoirs. Time increments of 1/2 to 1 hour were used in

earlier tests before the head was increased when piping

could not be initiated. This was later reduced, and a time

increment of 5 to 10 minutes proved more than adequate. The

water supply reservoir may then be raised until a critical

height is reached, at which point p i p i n g begins. The

upstream and downstream heads and the manometer levels on

the lid are recorded and serve as the most important data
»

gathered from the test.

A study of the rate of pi p i n g was attempted by making

use of the reinforcing bars attached to the top of the flume

lid. As shown in Figure 3-3, the bars are located at

various distances from the downstream end. When recording

the time at which the pipe arrives at each specific bar, an

average velocity could be determined by d i v i d i n g the

distance traveled by the time required. This proved useful
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Figure 3-12. Water supply reservoir connected to

hydraulic flume.
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for several tests, however, during some tests the p i p i n g

would stop. In those instances, the timing procedures

proved useless. Figure 3-13 presents a typical data sheet

used for recording of all test data. The test data sheets

are presented in the Appendix. Since the manometers were

Installed aftr test #7, head readings along the lid were

recorded on a separate sheet. Problems encountered and

observations made for each of the tests are presented in the

test results described in Chapter 4.
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HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEET

Test # :

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head at Downstream End:

Total Head:

Location of Pipe

Bar #1

Bar ^2

Bar #3

Bar £4

Bar £5

Upstream Weir

Comments:

lime Time Increment

Figure 3-12. Test Data Sheet.
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HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEET

Test # :

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head at Downstream End:

Total Head:

Locat ion of Pipe

Bar ?1 _

Bar #2 _

Bar #3 _
f

Bar #4 _

Bar £5

Upstream Weir

Comments:

i irne

•

Time Increment

Figure 3-13. Test Data Sheet.



CHAPTER 4

TEST RESULTS

Due to the experimental nature of the laboratory

testing, modifications were continuously made to the

procedures and equipment. A brief summary of each of the

twelve tasts is given below. Reasons for modifications are

explained where they were made and the improvements in

results, if any, that were obtained are described.

While visualizing the piping progression, the size of

the pipe was carefully analyzed. Initially, it was felt

that the diameter of the created pipe would maintain the

same diameter as the original pipe constructed. Tests

proved that this assumption was false. As it initiates, the

new pipe is created by the movement of several sand

particles. While progressing upstream, the pipe would

develop excessive meandering and braiding, which resulted in

a downstream diameter that would eventually increase due to

the scouring action that takes place. As a result, the

diameter varies throughout the pipe with an observed range

of 1/4 inch at the downstream end to a diameter of several

sand particles at the upstream point.
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Tests 1 through 10 were performed with an applied

bladder pressure of 5 psi, while 10 psi was used for tests

11 and 12. A brief summary of each test is provided in

Table 4.1.

Test #1 The sample was prepared according to the

procedures outlined in Chapter 3, with the exception of the

pipe construction. The pipe was formed initially by

inserting a full 1/2 inch diameter wooden dowel into the

sample for a length of 6 inches, thereby displacing the

surrounding sand particles. In addition, due to the flat

surface of the glass top, a circular pipe within the sample

did not remain once the dowel was withdrawn. Thus, it was

difficult to accurately measure the true diameter of the

pipe, and results were affected due to the localized

densification. Subsequent modifications were made for test

#2 to alleviate these problems.

With the 6 inch length pipe which corresponded to 10

percent penetration initially formed, the upstream head was

gradually raised. Piping initiated when the head reached a

value of 9.88 inches (25.08 cm.). The sand being piped was

deposited into the initial 6 inch pipe, rather than being

carried to the downstream slope as expected. P i p i n g

occurred for a length of 3 inches, at which point it came to

a stop. The original 6 inch pipe was not completely filled,

and no explanation could be given for the stoppage.
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TABLE 4.1

TEST RESULTS

Initial Initial Final
Pipe Diameter Percent Head _ Head

'tration (inches) i (inches)

9.88 0.165

7.81 0.130 12.0

7.88 0.131 9.38

8.0 0.133 8.25

6.63 0.111 10.63

8.88 0.148 6.88

9.0 0.150 6.75

5.88 0.098 6.0

4.88 0.081 7.63

8.75 0.146 9.5

10.63 0.177 10.63

8.50 0.142 8.50

*Bladder pressure 10.0 psi; ,all others at 5.0 psi.

8 = distance from center of pipe to side of flume = 6 inches

r = pipe radius
- Initi a1 Head

= average horizontal gradient = ~5U—i ncnes

Initial Head = head required to initiate piping

Final Head = head required to maintain p i p i n g

Test # (i

1

?

~

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

*11

*12

nches )

1/2

1/4

1/4

1/4

1/4

1.2

1.2

1.2

1/4

1.2

1/4

1.2

B/r

25

50

50

50

50

10

10

10

50

10

50

10

Pipe P

10

10

10

14

20

10

20

50

50

20

10

20
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At this point, two options existed for the continuation

of the pipe:

1. The upstream head could be raised, thereby

increasing the gradients acting at the tip of the

pipe.

2. Insert a dowel of some small diameter through the

created pipe and into virgin material. It was

decided that this was the better alternative.

A 1/4 inch diameter dowel was inserted for a distance 2

inches beyond the tip of the pipe. The total length of the

pipe now stood at 16 inches, or 26.7 percent penetration,

with a varying diameter throughout. The upstream head of

9.88 inches (25.08 cm.) was reapplied, and pipi n g continued

to occur for the remaining length of the sample. The

direction of the pipe was basically straight, with only some

slight meandering of the path. The total length of the pipe

was contained within the middle 1/3 of the width of the

fl ume.

Test 12. Due to the problems encountered with initial
v

pipe formation during test #1, a new procedure was

developed. The dowel was split lengthwise, to form a

semicircular section. After the sand was rained in, and

before the flume top was placed in position, a 6 inch long

or 10 percent penetration and 1/4 inch diameter semicircular

dowel was placed into the sample as described in Section

3.7. Based on the satisfactory results achieved, this
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procedure was used for the remainder of the tests for

varying diameters and percent penetrations.

Once saturation was completed, the dowel was slowly

removed and the upstream head was applied. When a head of

7.81 inches (19.84 cm.) was reached, the piping process

began. The continuation of the pipe was difficult to

maintain. Piping would occur for 1 to 2 inches, and then

stop. This continued for several head increases, until a

final value of 12.0 inches (30.48 cm.) was obtained.

Although piping continued to occur at this head, material

was deposited within the pipe near the downstream end. This

eventually led to a blockage of the pipe, and the process

slowly came to a stop. After raising the head to 19 inches

(48.26 cm.) with no effect, the test was terminated.

One main reason given for the blockage of material was

that the pressure bladder was covered with a steel plate

over the last 4 inches at the downstream end. This plate

was originally inserted due to the expansion of the sample

into the downstream slope. However, once the downstream
t

weir was constructed, the plate was no longer needed and the

bladder could extend the full length of the sample, keeping

it in contact with the glass top. This would eliminate sand

deposition and would provide for a continuation of the

pipi n g process. It was then decided to remove this plate

for test #3 and all subsequent tests.

Test #3. With the removal of the steel plate covering

the bladder completed, it was decided to see what changes
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would be noticed from test #2. Once again a 1/4 inch

diameter pipe was originally constructed for a length of 6

inches or 10 percent penetration. The head required to

initiate a continual p i p i n g process was found to be 7.83

inches (20.00 cm.). This compares favorably with test #2.

After piping continued for approximately 8 inches, the

process once again came to a stop. After several increases

to the upstream head, a final value of 9.38 inches

(23.81 cm.) was required to allow for piping to continue

through the remaining length of the sample.

During the latter part of the test, and only after the

original pipe had been filled in with piped material,

clogging became evident at the downstream exit point. After

a considerable b u i l d u p of material, the pipe would meander

at the exit point to a new location where it met less

resistance. This resulted in a series of completed pipes

and sand buildups at the downstream face.

The vertical downstream weir proved adequate to prevent

any horizontal expansion of the pressure bladder on the

downstre'am face. As a result, the sand surface at the

downstream end was held in contact with the glass top.

The shape of the created pipe changed slightly as the

piping process continued. Meandering became more excessive

due to erosion, and the pipe dimensions became wider and

deeper with time. Photographs of the completed pipe were

taken and are presented in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
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Figure 4-1. Looking downstream at pipe created from test ?3.



Figure 4-2. Close up view of pipe at downstream (top) and

upstream (bottom) ends from test #3.
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Test #4. Based on the similar results obtained for

tests 2 and 3, it was decided to increase the percent

penetration of the original pipe. A 1/4 inch (0.64 cm.)

diameter semicircular dowel was inserted into the sample for

a length of 12 inches (30.48 cm.) for a 20 percent

penetration.

When withdrawing the 12 inch dowel, the pressure acting

on the sand from the pressure bladder provided some

resistance. After several careful efforts had failed, the

dowel was pu l l e d suddenly from the sample. As a result, the

upstream end of the original 12 inch pipe was immediately

filled in with sand for a length of 3.75 inches (9.53

cm.). Thus, the original length of the pipe was considered

to be 8.25 inches (20.96 cm.) or 13.8 pecent penetration,

with the sand surrounding the tip remaining in a loose

state.

Testing of the sample was most difficult. Several

heads were applied with only minor pipe movement. With an

applied head of 8.00 inches (20.32 cm.), piping continued

for several inches before stopping. At this point, the pipe

length stood at 19 inches (48.26 cm.), completely out of the

zone of disturbance where the sand was loosened. Thus, 8.00

inches was recorded as the critical head. By raising the

head to 8.25 inches (20.96 cm.), piping resumed and

continued throughout the sample. Photographs of the pipe

are presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.
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§HC$ate5 &J£6K:£H

Figure 4-3. Downstream end of pipe from test #4. Note stationing
along the channel. Note the formation of sand deltas at downstream

end.
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Test #5. It was decided to repeat the test due to the

inconsistent development of the p i p i n g process which

occurred during test #4. A 1/4 inch (0.64 cm.) diameter

semicircular dowel was again inserted into the sample for a

length of 12 inches (30.48 cm.) or 20 percent penetration.

Upon withdrawal, the sand did not collapse into the tip of

the pipe as experienced in test £4. By withdrawing the

dowel slowly, little sand disturbance took place, and the

pipe remained at its original dimensions.

A head of 6.63 inches (16.83 cm.) was required to

initiate piping. After progressing for a very short

distance, the piping process stopped once again. Results

were similar to test #4 in that when a higher head was

applied to the sample, piping would continue for only a very

short distance. Finally, a head of 10.63 inches (27.00 cm.)

was needed to maintain a constant pipe.

As piping continued, excessive meandering developed.

This led to more erosion of the created pipe, which resulted

in a buildup of material at the downstream exit point. This
t

exit buildup must have caused a decrease in pipe velocity,

due to the fact that sand deposition was occurring within

the pipe at 18 inches (45.72 cm.) to 28 inches (71.12 cm.)

from the downstream end. Eventually.this region became

completely filled, and the upstream piping process slowed

down considerably before coming to a stop. The head was

raised, but no affects on the piping process were

achieved. The test was terminated at this point.
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Test #6. For this test, it was decided to use an

initial pipe diameter much larger than previously used. A

semicircular wooden dowel, 1.2 inches (3.05 cm.) in

diameter, with 6 inch (15.24 cm.) or 10 percent initial

penetration was chosen. The size of the diameter was based

on the dimensions of the hydraulic flume. Since the

computer formulation performed by Wong (1981) is based on

the ratios of the length, width, and depth of the sample,

along with an init i a l pipe radius, correlations can be made

with the computer results by choosing an adequate size

diameter. With a width B of 6 inches from the center of the

original pipe to the side of the flume, a B/r ratio of 10 is

obtained when the pipe radius r is 0.6 inches (1.52 cm.).

Thus, a diameter of 1.2 inches (3.04 cm.) was used.

A head of 8.88 inches (22.54 cm.) was required to

initiate piping. As piping developed, the upstream head was

measured for verification of the critical head. Upon

measuring, the head was found to be 8.00 inches (20.32 cm.)

and not the 8.88 inches (22.54 cm.). A total head drop of
*

2.0 inches occurred throughout the test. One possible

explanation is that the sample was not fully saturated, and

the application of the upstream head may have led to further

saturation. Also, an air pocket varying from 1 to 2 inches
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in height was present at the upstream water reservoir

surface throughout the first six tests. Its presence was

believed to have negligible affects on test results.

Photographs of the completed pipe are presented in Figures

4.5 and 4.6.

Test #7. An initial pipe diameter of 1.2 inches (3.05

cm.) was used again, this time for an initial penetration of

12 inches (30.48 cm.) or 20 percent.

An upstream head of 9.0 inches (22.86 cm.) was required

to initiate piping. Actually, 2 pipes were created at the

tip of the original pipe. After reaching a length of 6

inches, one of the pipes stopped due to a blockage that

occurred. Material being piped from one pipe was deposited

near the exit point of the other pipe. As a result, only

one pipe remained and continued through the remainder of the

samp!e.

While the pipe progressed, a reading of the heads was

taken. It was found that the head was 6.75 inches (17.15

cm.), which was a drop of 2.25 inches (5.72 cm.) from the
t

initial reading. Possible explanations for this decrease in

head are presented in the results for test ~6. Photographs

of the completed pipe are shown in Figure 4.7 and 4.8.
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Figure 4-6. Downstream end of pipe from test ?6.
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?. /• •

Figure 4-8. Downstream end of pipe from test #7,
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Test #8. Having completed the previous tests with

small i n i t i a l pipe penetrations, it was decided to construct

a pipe at 50 percent penetration. With a diameter of 1.2

inches (3.05 cm.), forming an i n i t i a l pipe of such length

(30 inches) would be difficult due to the applied bladder

pressure and size of the flume. Thus, an alternate

procedure was used for the i n i t i a l pipe construction.

The dowel was placed into the sample as in previous

tests, except that it was removed before the flume was

sealed. Thus, it acted as a mold in creating the initial

pipe. During sample preparation, the 1.2 inch diameter pipe

did not deform during the vacuum or saturation process.

Another modification made for this test was that four

1/4 inch quick connects were inserted into the glass top of

the flume. Their location is shown in Figure 3.3. The

purpose of the quick connects was to permit glass manometers

to be inserted into them and the head acting across the

length of the sample could be determined. Figure 4.9

presents a plot of the heads obtained.

As'shown in Figure 4.9, a head of 5.88 inches (14.92

cm.) was required to initiate piping. The pipe proceeded

for 6 inches before coming to a stop. By raising the head

to 6.00 inches (15.24 cm.), piping resumed and continued for

the remainder of the sample. Although not recorded, the
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Figure 4-9. Head distribution for test
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time rate of the pipe was very slow. Photographs of the

completed pipe are presented in Figure 4.10. Mote that in

Figure 4.10, the remainder of the original pipe not filled

in by material is shown.

Test #9. Construction of the original pipe for this

test was performed in a manner similar to previous tests. A

1/4 inch (0.64 cm.) diameter with 50 percent penetration was

required for the initial pipe. Due to the smaller diameter,

less resistance was met in withdrawing the dowel than with

the 1.2 inch diameter used previously. After saturation,

the dowel was removed at a slow rate with the pipe

maintaining its initial form.

A head of 4.88 inches (12.40 cm.) was required to

initiate piping. As in previous tests, the piping stopped

after 3.5 inches (3.89 cm.) for no explainable reason.

After several start and stop actions, a head of 7.63 inches

(19.38 cm.) was required to maintain the piping process in

order to reach the upstream weir. The original 1/4 inch

(0.64 cm.) diameter pipe was reduced to a much smaller
+

diameter due to the deposition of piped material.

As the pipe proceeded upstream, excessive meandering

led to severe scouring action which resulted in the pipe

being as wide as 1/2 inch at certain places. Due to this

widening of the pipe, it became noticeable that the velocity

of water through the pipe had decreased substantially. Once

the pipe was completed to the upstream end, the actions of

the pipe we?*3 observed closely. Since the velocity had
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decreased, sand particles that were scoured and transported

through the pipe were deposited near the downstream end, as

opposed to being carried out of the pipe. This led to a

clogging near the downstream end, and eventually the flow of

water came to a stop. A plot of various manometer readings

is presented in Figure 4.11.

Test #10. In reviewing the results of the previous

nine tests, some similarities were noticeable. Although

test 6 was 10 percent penetration and test 7 was 20 percent,

both tests required almost the same head to initiate

piping. Thus, it was decided to repeat test 7 for 20

percent penetration with a 1.2 inch (3.05 cm.) initial pipe

diameter.

After withdrawal of the wooden dowel, a head of 8.75

inches (22.23 cm.) was required to initiate piping. Once

again, the piping process continued for a short distance,

this time 3 inches (7.62 cm.), before finally stopping.

After a short start and stop process, the haad was raised to

9.5 inches (24.13 cm.) and the piping proceeded.
f

Once the pipe had reached the 50 percent point, the

piping process halted again. A check of the manometers

revealed that the upstream head had dropped to 8.38 inches

(21.29 cm.). Thus, the water supply reservoir was raised,

the head registered 9.5 inches (24.13 cm.) and the piping

continued to the upstream weir.

With the pipe completed, the head was maintained on the

sample to determine the resulting effects. As water
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continued to flow through the pipe, scouring action took

place which resulted in a widening of the created pipe.

With excessive meandering developed, the transported sand

was deposited near the downstream end, resulting in a

clogging of the pipe. This eventually led to a stoppage of

the pipe flow and scouring action.

The drop in head registered on the upstream manometer

was noted in previous tests. This action appears to be

related to the advancement of the newly created pipe. A

plot of the heads measured with the manometers is presented

in Figure 4.12.

Test #11. For this test, it was decided to increase

the bladder pressure on the sample to determine what changes

in results, if any, would occur. Tests one through ten were

all performed at a bladder pressure of 5 psi. The pressure

was doubled to 10 psi for this test.

A 1/4 inch (0.64 cm.) diameter original pipe with a 10

percent penetration was constructed. Less resistance was

encountered than previously met when withdrawing the
•

dowel. It appeared that the dowel was not in contact with

the glass. A possible explanation of the occurence was that

the sample at the downstream end may actually be loosened

due to the higher bladder pressure.

In reviewing tests 2 and 3, a head of approximately 3.0

inches (20.32 cm.) was predicted to initiate piping.

However, with the predicted head slowly raisad, a final

value of 10.63 inches (27.00 cm.) was required. Once this
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head was reached, the p i p i n g proceeded at an extremely fast

rate. It appeared that the head acting on the sample was

much greater than needed to continue p i p i n g . As the pipe

proceeded, scouring action led to a widening of the newly

created pipe downstream. After the pipe had reached a

length of 15 inches (38.10 cm.) the downstream end

collapsed. The pipe had widened considerably, such that the

pressure acting on the bottom of the pipe pushed the sand

into contact with the glass top, which resulted in a

blockage of the pipe. Piping continued for several more

inches, but with the downstream blockage, it eventually came

to a stop.

The collapse of the pipe can be attributed to the

widening which occurred due to scour. With a high bladder

pressure acting, it led to a stability problem that resulted

in failure. A plot of the measured heads is presented in

Figure 4.13.

Test #12. A 1.2 inch (3.05 cm.) initial pipe diameter

was constructed for 20 percent penetration. The bladder
»

pressure was again raised to 10 psi for comparison with

previous test results of similar initial pipes.

The head was gradually raised to 8.50 inches (21.59

cm.), at which point piping began. The pipe proceeded for 6

inches (15.24 cm.) before it met resistance from an air

bubble trapped in the sample. The bubble was lodged at the

tip of the pipe, forcing the p i p i n g process to stop. Once

the head was raised, piping continued as it formed a new
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pipe around the bubble. After continuing for several more

inches, the pipe was met by more air bubbles present in the

sample and the piping actions stopped once again. Due to

this difficulty encountered, the test was aborted. Figure

4-14 presents a plot of the heads acting on the sample.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

5.1 The Piping Process

The laboratory testing established a batter

understanding of piping action. This is of significant

importance in the design of water retaining structures. It

was established that the pipe begins to form with the

displacement of several sand paticles at the tip of the

original pipe. The particles did not boil as had been

expected. Particles slide into the newly created passage or

channel, and when finally washed away, several more

particles are able to slide. A continuous l a n d s l i d e and

erosion process exists which leads to creation of the new

pipe. Figure 5-1 presents a diagram of the piping action.

As the pipe develops, it extends itself along the path

of least resistance. Meandering of the pipe takes place,

which leads to scouring of material at some points and

deposition at others. The conditions can be analyzed in a

manner similar to open channel flow.

57
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ROOf

Sand

Section of material as pipe developes.

Roof

Note material after sliding into the pipe

and carried downstream.

Figure 5-1. Development of piping action.
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5.2 E s s e n t i a l s f o r P i p i n g

The "laboratory tests have shown that several

requirements are necessary for p i p i n g to begin and continue

upstream:

1. A critical gradient must exist. The value of

the gradient is dependent on the conditions of the original

pipe.

2. Existence of a roof. This allows the pipe to

grow along a surface that will not collapse and cause

blockage of the pipe.

3. Cohesionless material. The seepage forces must

overcome the frictional resistance for movement of the

particles to occur. Piping of cohesive soils is based on

dispersion and was not investigated for this report.

4. Depositional area for piped material. The

particles that are transported are deposited within the pipe

or at the downstream face. It was observed that when the

exit point of the pipe was blocked due to a buildup of

material, the piping action upstream slowly came to a stop.

5.3 Effects of Bladder Pressure

In performing tests #11 and #12, the bladder pressure

or normal stress, was doubled to determine its effect on the

piping process. As shown in Table 4-1, a higher head was

required to initiate piping for Test #11 than was required

for tests #2 and #3, which were performed with identical

original conditions. However, as noted in the summary of

test #11, the p i p i n g action was excessive, which leads to
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questions of whether the applied head was determined

correctly. Results for test £12 compare favorably with

tests jr7 and #10. Although the affects of a higher normal

stress would appear to be inconclusive, more reliance can be

given on the 20 percent penetration results due to the

higher percent penetration and it is concluded that the

bladder pressure does not significantly affect the test

results. Further laboratory testing may substantiate this

be!ief.

5.4 Determination of Gradients

Once the critical heads necessary to initiate piping

have been obtained, the average horizontal hydraulic

gradient is easily found by d i v i d i n g the head by the length

of the sample (AH/60). Table 4-1 presents the test results

with the critical heads obtained and the gradients

calculated.

Figure 5-2 presents a plot of the hydraulic gradients

required to initiate piping versus the corresponding percent

penetration of the original pipe. The width of the flume
t

must be accounted for in the analysis due to the variable

seepage conditions that exist for various widths. Thus, B

has been identified as the distance from the centerline of

the original pipe to the side of the flume, which is 5

inches (15.24 cm.). With a known initial p i p e radius r, a

dimension!ess ratio of B/r can be established, and test

results for various B/r ratios can be related as shown in

Figure 5-2. The data for the respective B/r ratios provides
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Figure 5-2. Percent penetration versus average horizontal gradient.
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for a curved relationship which appears to converge to some

l i m i t i n g value. Determination of the critical gradient

required for piping at intermediate B/r ratios may be made

by interpolation of the curves.

Based on the test results obtained, the effects of the

original pipe diameter on the initiation of piping may be

evaluated. When the head acting on the sample is raised, an

increase in flow can be expected. Insertion of the original

pipe causes the flow to concentrate into an area which

provides less resistance than the pore spaces of the sample

material. An original pipe diameter of 1.2 inches (3.05

cm.) allows for an excessive amount of flow. Thus, p i p i n g

is difficult to achieve at low heads.

By decreasing the original pipe diameter to 1/4 inch

(0.64 cm.), less flow is allowed to enter the pipe. As a

result, piping occurs at pressure heads much lower than

those required for the 1.2 inch (3.05 cm.) diameter pipe for

the same percentage of penetration. Test results indicate

that the smaller the diameter of the original pips and the

larger the percent penetration, the smaller the head or

average gradient that will be required to initiate piping.

This agrees with the results believed to exist under similar

fi el d condi ti ons .
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for a curved relationship which appears to converge to some

limiting value. Determination of the critical gradient

required for p i p i n g at intermediate B/r ratios may be made

by interpolation of the curves.

Based on the test results obtained, the effects of the

original pipe diameter on the initiation of piping may be

evaluated. When the head acting on the sample is raised, an

increase in flow can be expected. Insertion of the original

pipe causes the flow to concentrate into an area which

provides less resistance than the pore spaces of the sample

material. An original pipe diameter of 1.2 inches (3.05

cm.) allows for an excessive amount of flow. Thus, piping

is difficult to achieve at low heads.

By decreasing the original pipe diameter to 1/4 inch

(0.64 cm.), less flow is allowed to enter the pipe. As a

result, p i p i n g occurs at pressure heads much lower than

those required for the 1.2 inch (3.05 cm.) diameter pipe for

the same percentage of penetration. Test results indicate

that the smaller the diameter of the original pipe and the

larger the percent penetration, the smaller the head or

average gradient that will be required to initiate piping.

This agrees with the results believed to exist under similar

field conditions.
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In order to prevent p i p i n g entirely, the designer must

be able to base his design on a maximum allowable gradient

for all possible conditions. By observing Figure 5-2, this

l i m i t i n g gradient can be conservatively estimated at about

0.05, or 5.0 percent of the average horizontal gradient

(AH/L). By assuring a minimum pipe penetration with the use

of filters or other means, and with a known B/r ratio,

gradients of 12.0 percent or higher may be allowable for a

safe design against piping.

5.5 Development of Piping Theory

When a sand or cohesionless material is subjected to a

pressure such that the effective stress is zero, the shear

strength of the soil becomes zero and a quick condition

occurs. The vertical gradient required to cause piping,

known as the critical gradient, which results in a zero

effective stress condition is identified as follows:
frjCbouyant weight of soil) , F ,. .,

'c " yjunit weight of water)
For a soil whose unit weight is twice that of water, the

bouyant. weight equals the unit weight of water and the

resulting critical gradient is one. Since unit weights vary

slightly, the critical gradient for piping to occur can be

given as approximately 1.0.

Using the above principle, investigations performed by

Wong (1981) were based on the following equation:

(Eq- 5-2)
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where, i v = vertical gradient at tip of pipe

= average horizontal gradient

C = a m u l t i p l i c a t i o n factor

Choosing iv as 1.0, equation 5-2 results in a critical

value of C to initiate p i p i n g :

C - — Uq. 5-3)
1 T _

Thus, knowing the average hydraulic gradient i, C is easily

determi ned.

Wong made use of a 3-dimensional finite element seepage

computer program for analysis of the piping phenomenon.

Various non-dimensionalized lengths, widths, depths, initial

pipe diameters and penetrations were analyzed. By putting

in the required parameters, the computer program provides

for the distribution of heads acting across a sample for an

applied head. The critical heads necessary to initiate

pi p i n g is a physical process and cannot be determined with

the computer program. Thus, by simulatng the dimensions of

the hydraulic flume and inserting the respective i n i t i a l

pipe parameters, a correlation between laboratory results
t

and computer output can be performed once the critical heads

are obtained from the laboratory tests.

By analyzing the vertical gradients at the tip of the

original pipe, Wong was able to determine secant values of

C for various depths below the pipe. He showed that the

value of C decreases with increasing depth in a hyperbolic

fashion. The depth was expressed as a multiple of the

original pipe radius such that correlations for other pipe
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diabaters could be established by determining the depth at

which C reaches a critical value for p i p i n g to initiate.

5.6 Rel a t i o n s h i p for 1/4 inch Diameter Pipe

Laboratory tests were performed at 10, 20, and 50

percent penetration of the original pipe. In determining

correlations between laboratory and computer results for the

critical heads needed to initiate p i p i n g , the 10 percent

penetration appeared to differ significantly. The reasoning

given was that the computer program was establish^! for a

vertical downstream boundary of constant potential, while

the laboratory model required a 15 degree slope at the

downstream end due to seepage conditions. With

significantly different boundary conditions existing at the

downstream end, correlations for 10 percent penetration were

unobtainable.

Based on the 20 and 50 percent penetration results for

a 1/4 inch (0.64 cm.) diameter pipe, the computer results

were analyzed. C was calculated using equation 5-3, with i

determined from the critical heads obtained from the
•

laboratory tests. By entering the curves developed by Wong

with the calculated Cj_ , the depth at which C occurs at the

tip of the pipe was found to be 7.8 radii for p i p i n g to

initiate. The results are presented in Table 5-1.

5.7 Relationship for 1.2 inch Diameter Pipe

C was calculated in the same manner described in

Section 5.5 for a 1.2 inch (3.05 cm.) diameter pipe at 20

and 50 percent penetration. In entering the design curves
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produced by Wong with the critical C , the required depth

below the pipe over which C is calculated was found to vary

from 1.3 to 1.45 radii to initiate p i p i n g . Thus, 1.4. was

chosen as the appropriate mean. The results are also shown

in Table 5.1.

5.8 Analysis of Depth Required for Calculation of
• ' — ~M " - . - . - • • - J— U-. _ . . -LJ— L U _ « . . L -

Critical Gradient

Obtaining the critical gradient at which p i p i n g begins
•

provides the designer with a very useful parameter. If the

depth required for a critical C is known, the critical

gradient necessary to initiate piping may be obtained by

determining C over that depth and using this value with

equation 5-3. Thus, with a known length, the head is easily

obtained from the average hydraulic gradient.

Computer results, however, indicate that in terms of

multiples of radii, the depths required for a critical C

vary for each particular diameter of the initial pipe, as

shown in Table 5-1. By obtaining the depth necessary for a

critical C to create pi p i n g in actual dimensions rather

than mul t i p l e s of radii, closer values are realized. As

shown below, for a 1/4 inch diameter pipe, the critical

value of C. is determined at:



TABLE 5-1

CORRELATION OF RESULTS

Critical
Initial Pipe Percent Head, Average Head required for p i p i n g

Test # Diameter, inches Penetration inches C using C from laboratory tests, inches
-i- JL-

B 1/4 20 6.63 8.0 7.50

9 1/4 50 4.88 13.3 4.51

7 1.2 20 9.00 6.4 9.38
'

8 1.2 50 5.88 10.4 5.77

Mote: CA was calculated at critical depth of 7.8r for 1/4 inch pipe diameter, and at 1.4r for
1.2 inch pipe diameter.
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Depth = 7.8(r) = 0.98 inches

For a 1.2 inch diameter pipe,

Depth = 1.4(r) = 0.84 inches

Thus, C must be determined at depths of approximately

0.80 to 1.00 inches in order to obtain the critical value

necessary for the initiation of piping.

5.9 Comparison of Sample Heads

As noted previously in Chapter 3, manometers were

installed into the flume top after test 37 at the locations

shown in Figure 3-3. As piping began, the manometer

readings were taken to provide a head distribution acting

across the sample. 8y interpolating between data points in

the numerical solution, a percentage of head for

corresponding points may be found. A comparison was made

between the predicted and observed head distribution and is

presented in Table 5-? for tests f8 and £10. The results

appear to agree quite well as shown. Thus, it may be

considered that the computer program is effective in

simulating the flow conditions acting within the flume.
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TABLE 5-2

HEAD DISTRIBUTION

79

Manometer #: Head, Actual Percent
Inches of Head Acting

1
2

3

upstream

Test #10:

Manometer #:

1

2
r

3

upstream

0.25

1.125

3.5

5.88

Head,
inches

1.5

4.13

6.5

8.75

4

19

59

100

Actual
of Head

17

47

74

100

.25

.13

.52

.00

Per
Ac

.14

.20

.29

.00

Computer Output of Percent
Of Head Acting

5.21

22.05

62.00

100.00

Computer Output of Percent
Of Head Acting

19.07

46.59

73.40

100.00
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5.10 Laboratory Results Versus Theoretical

Predictions

The experimental tests were performed to verify Dr.

Schmertnann's quantitative piping theory. Results lend

support to some of the theoretical predictions that were

made. In some instances, actions of the pipe were highly

unexpected which were not predicted in the theory

(Schmertmann, 1980). Table 5-3 presents a comparison of

theoretical expectations with laboratory observations and

results .



TABLE 5-3

COMPARISON' OF LABORATORY RESULTS

WITH THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

Item Comments

Critical The theory predicts that in order for sand particles to
Gradient pipe at v e l o c i t i e s lower than the required scour velocity,

high exit gradients must exist. This agrees well vn'th the
laboratory findings. Figure 5-2 presents a plot of the
critical gradients required to initiate piping for various
i n i t i a l conditions.

Flow Dr. Schmertmann was able to establish a r e l a t i o n s h i p
Concentration between flow c o n c e n t r a t i o n factors and the d i m e n s i o n s of
Factors the o r i g i n a l pipe. The c r i t i c a l gradient required to

i n i t i a t e p i p i n g was shown to depend on the radius of the
pipe as well as the percentage of penetration into the
soil layer. This r e l a t i o n s h i p does exist as verified by
the shape of the curves presented in Figure 5-2.

Co n t i n u a t i o n The theory assumes that once p i p i n g begins, it w i l l
of P i p i n g continue to the upstream point. This was the case for

several tests, but not so for others. The p i p i n g process
would come to a stop after progressing for some short
distance. The d i a m e t e r of the newly created p i p e
evidently is a s i g n i f i c a n t factor in m a i n t a i n i n g the
p i p i n g process.



Vel oci ty
Effects

Dimensions
of Pipe

Other
Factors

Theory predicts that if the pipe water velocity falls
below some lower bound, then the pipe will begin to
clog. This condition was found to exist for some of the
laboratory tests.

Assumptions provided in the theory state that the pipe of
will continue to form along a straight l i n e and with a
constant radius. This was found not to be the case in
actual piping development. The path of the pipe showed
excessive meandering, with variable radii along the length
of the pipe.

Theoretical predictions are also made concerning the
length to depth ratio, inclination of the pipe, and rate
of pipe development. These factors were not evaluated as
part of this report, but modifications to the test
equipment are possible to verify the assumed
relati onships.

CO
no
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5.11 Discussion of F i n d i n g s

The laboratory tests performed for this project are a

valuable contribution to the generation of design curves

developed by Wong (1981) to quantitatively predict piping.

By determining the depths at which the critical gradient

occurs, gradients acting across this depth may be analyzed

for a desired factor of safety.

Although only a beginning, development of a piping

theory seems possible based on the findings accomplished so

far. Varying the 8/r ratio, modifying the dimensions of the

flume, use of variable sand gradation and density and

installation of more sophisticated measuring devices for

saturation and pore water pressure analyses will provide

more data for verification of a piping theory. The

anticipated generation of design curves based on laboratory

results will provide the designer with a safe method of

design to prevent piping.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDED RESEARCH

The results obtained from the laboratory testing

program are applicable only to the type of sand which was

used, and the specific testing equipment designed for this

project.. From these, important criteria relevant to the

phenomenon of piping have been determined:

1. Figure 5-2 presents a direct relationship between

the B/r ratio, the percent penetration of the original pipe,

and the critical gradient required to initiate piping.

2. From Figure 5-2, the threshold gradient required to

initiate piping varies from 5.0 to 12.0 percent of the

average hydraulic gradient, depending on the conditions of

the original pipe.

3. The depth required for the determination of the

critical gradient varies from 0.30 to 1.00 inches (2.03 cm.
r

to 2.54 cm.) below the tip of the pipe.

4. A computer program is available which simulates the

flow conditions in the hydraulic flume. Thus, correlations

between experimental and theoretical results are possible.
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5. The behavior of the pips once completed, is

contrary to expectations perceived. Scouring and meandering

of the pipe led to deposition of material within the pipe

near the downstream end. This eventually led to a blockage

of the pipe and a stoppage of the flow of water.

6. By increasing the bladder pressure, an increase in

the normal stress acting on the pipe is realized. However,

the normal stress is independent of the conditions conducive

to the initiation of piping.

Further studies with varied materials, B/r ratios,

lengths of sample, bladder pressures, and densities are

recommended.
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HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEET

Test # :

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head at Downstream End:

Total Head:

Location of Pipe

Bar #1

Bar £2

Bar #3
*

Bar £4

Bar ?5

Uostream Weir

2-5-81

5 psi

6 inches (15.24 cm.)

10.0

1/2 inch (1.27 cm.)

10:20 AM

30.75 inches

20.87

9.!

Time Time Increment

10:50
64

11:54
61

12:55
45

1:40

1:46

Co.TTTients:
1. 1/2 inch diameter dowel was forced into the sample.

2. Sand being piped was deposited into original pipe.

3. Piping occured for 8 inches before stopping.

4. 1/4 inch dowel was inserted through created pipe into

undisturbed soil for 2 inches.

5. Head was reapplied, and piping continued for remainder

of sample.

87
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HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEET

Test 7? :

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head at Downstream End:

Total Head:

Location of Fipe

Bar #1

Bar #2

Bar £3
•

Bar £4

Bar £5

Upstream Weir

Comments:

2-13-81

5 psi

6 inches (15.24 cm.)

10.0

1/4 inch (0.64 cm.)

10;50 AM

29.0 inches

21.19 inches

7.81 inches

Tl>£

11:39 A>i

"ime Increment

97 Min.
1:16 PM

87
2:43

84
4:07

54
5:01

19
5:20

1. New procedure for creation of pipe. Split circular dowel

lengthwise, and inserted into sample before sealing.

2. Piping occured at head of 7.31 inches for a length of

two inches before corning to a stop.

3. Stare and stop action required for piping to continue.

Final hend of 12.0 i~ches was needed to maintain piping.

4. Pic ad material was depos:.cec at e;:it point at downstream

end. This led to a blc-kage of flow through the pipe.



HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEET

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head at Downstream End:

Total Head:

Location of Pipe

2-20-81

5 psi

6 inches (15.24 cm.)

10.Q

1/4 inch (0.64 cm.)

11:13 AM

29.25 inches

21.37

7.88-

Time Time Increment

Bar #1

Bar #2

Bar #3
I

Bar 24

Bar #5

Upstream Weir

1:37 PM
183 Min.

4:40 310

9:50
50

10:40
125

12:45 AM
10

12:55

Consents:

1. Metal plate, 4 inches wide, was removed from pressure

bladder at downstream end. Thus, full 5 feet of sample

was acted on by pressure bladder.

2. Sand buildup at downstream slope was cleared to continue

piping. Pipes rerouted at exit point due to buildup.
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HYDRAULIC PIPING "ZST DATA SHEET

Test # :

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head at Downstream End:

Total Head:

Location of Pipe

Bar •?!

Ear *2

Bar £3

Bar »4

Bar ?5

Upstream Weir

2-27-81

5 psi

12 inches (30.48 cm.)

23.0

1/4 inch (0.64 cm.)

29.13 inches

21.13

8.0

Time

1:08 PM

Time Increment

162 Min.
3:50

110
5:40

342
11:22

55
12:17 AM

12:24

Conrnents:

1. Pipe filled in for 3.75 inches after withdrawal of dowel.

2. Start and stop action behavior on pipe. Once head was applied,

piping would occur for a very short distance (1/2 to 1 inch).

Head varied from 6.0 to 8.0 inches before piping became

continuous.
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HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEE"

Test # :

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head at Downstream End:

Total Head:

Location of Pipe

Bar ?1

Bar £2

Bar #3

Bar £4

Bar #5

Upstream Weir

3-5-31

5 psi

12 inches (30.48

20.0 _

1/4 inch (0.54 cm.)

27.75 inches

21.12

6.63

Time Tine Increment

11:23 AM
19 Min.

11:42
20

12:02 PM

Comments:

1. Start and stop action behavior on pipe. Time of pipe at

bars is difficult to achieve.

2. Deposition of material at dowr.stream exit point leads to

blockage. Material deposited from 18 to 28 inch range

causes stoppage of piping process.
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HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEET

Test # :

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head et Downstream End:

Total Head:

Location of Pipe

Bar #1 _

Bar n _

Bar #3. _

Bar #4

3-13-31

5 psi

6 inches (15.24 cm.)

10.0

1.2 inches (3.05 cm.)

30.0 inches

21.12

8.88

Time

11:45 AM

T-iItme increment

31 Min,
12:16 PM

53

1:09
96

2:45
55

Bar 3:40
15

Upstream Weir

Conrnents:

3:55

1. First test performed with 1.2 inch diameter.

2. Total head drop was 2.0 inches during the test.
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HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEET

Test # :

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head at Downstream End:

Total Head:

Location of Pipe

Bar #1

Bar #2

Bar #3
f

Bar £4

Bar £5

4-2-81

5 psi

Upstream Weir

Gormen ts:

12 inches (30.48 cm.)

20.0

1.2 inches (3.05 ca.)

2:15 PM

30.25 inches

21.25

9.0

Time Time Increment

2:37
65 Min.

3:42

1. As piping initiated, two pipes developed. However, one

eventually plugged.

2. Head dropped 2.25 inches during the test.



HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEE1

Test ? :

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head at Downstream End:

Total Head:

Location of Pipe

Bar £1 -

Bar n

Bar #3

Bar £4

Bar £5

Upstream W e i r

4-20-31

5 psi

30.0 inches (76.20 en.)

50.0

1.2 inches (3.05 cm.)

10:42 AM

27.0 inches

21.12

5.33

Time Time Increment

11:10
160 Hin.

1:50

Cements:

1. Four quick connects were drilled into the flume top. One was

located at the center of the upstream reservoir, the other three

are positioned over the sample as shown in Figure 3-3.

2. Rate of pipe very slow.
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HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEE1

Test # :

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head at Downstream End:

Total Head:

Location of Pipe

Bar ?1

Bar £2

Bar #3
t - i ...-. ..—_

Bar £4

Bar *S

Upstream Weir

Conments:

4-30-81

5 psi

30.0 inches (76.20 cm.)

50.0

1/4 inch (0.64 cm.)

1:45 PM

26.0 inches

21.12

4.83

Tine Time Increment

1. Piping very difficult to maintain. A final head of 7.63

inches was required to complete piping.

2. Meandering of pipe caused excessive scour which widened

the pipe to as much as 0.5 inches.
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HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEE"

Test I :

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head at Downstream End:

Total Head:

Location of Pipe

Bar £1

Bar £2

Bar #3

Bar #4

Bar £5

Upstream Weir

10

5-7-81

5 psi

12 inches (30.48 en.)

20.0

1.2 inches (3.05 CE.)

29.83 inches

21.13

8.75

iitr.e Ti~e Increment

Conments:
1. Start" and stop action behavior of pipe before critical

head was reached.

2. Head of 9.5 inches was required to continue the piping process

to the upstream weir.
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HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEET

Test = :

Date:

Bladder Pressure:

Length of Pipe Penetration:

Percent Pipe Penetration:

Initial Pipe Diameter:

Time at Start of Test:

Head at Upstream End:

Head at Downstream End:

Toial Head:

Location of Pipe

Bar =}"[

Bar 12

Bar £3

Bar *4

Bar $5

Upstream Wei r

11

5-23-31

10

6 inches (15.24 era.)

10.0

1/4 inch (0.64 cm.)

3:05 PM

31.63 inches

21.0

10.63

nme l i m e Increment

4 Min.
3:09

Corrments:

1. First test performed at 10 psi. bladder pressure .

2. Piping is excessive once started. Dowel was withdrawn easily.

3. Pipe widened due to scour. Eventually, the pipe collapsed.
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HYDRAULIC PIPING TEST DATA SHEET

Test # : 12

Date: 6-23-81

Bladder Pressure: 10 Psi

Length of Pipe Penetration: 12 inches (30.48 cm.)

Percent Pioe Penetration: 20*°

Ini t ia l Pipe Diameter: 1.2 inches (3.05 cm.)

Time at Start of Test: 10:3°

Head at Upstream End: 29.62 inches

Head at Downstream End: 21 L2

otal Head: 8.50

Location of Pipe Time Time Increment

Bar #1

Bar #2

Bar *3

Bar #4

Bar £5

Upstream Weir

Comments:

1. Piping progressed for 6 inches before coming to a stop,

Air bubble blocked the pipe.

2, Raised head, piping resumes bj continuing around the

bubble, but more air bubbles vere encountered at the

test was abandoned.
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